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Abstract 

 

 Water scarcity in the middle of the ocean is a study of the moral realms of water in 

Sal Rei, Cape Verde. The study centers on how water has shaped the present-day life of the 

dwellers, and its present-day socioeconomical, health-related and symbolic meanings. 

Tracing the historical lines of the archipelago and the island of Boa Vista, water has been a 

scarce resource that has determined the course of slavery, that later has developed the social 

relations between the two culturally and racially different groups: sampadjudos and badius. 

These social relations come to show in the segregated town Sal Rei, and have formed the 

basis of an unequal distribution of water.  

 In 1992, a new source of fresh water came to the island: the desalination plant. 

Although water is now abundant, it remains scarce to most of the dwellers of Sal Rei, due to 

its high price and its moral entanglement to a sociohistorical past of drought. Cleaning 

practices have been influenced by this entanglement, along a perception of threatening 

microorganisms. In order to understand the consumption of fresh water for cleaning, it has 

been necessary to also explore why its substitute, bleach, has become so important to 

everyday Cape Verdeans.  

 The new fresh water source has also made possible the flourishing of a new all-

inclusive tourism. It has yielded jobs for immigrant workers, which make up the majority of 

the 11.000 dwellers of present-day Sal Rei. A rapid demographic growth has made the little 

town a segregated one, with new socioeconomically different neighborhoods. Fresh water, 

that was always a blessing, has been become a substance with the potency to transform places 

and living conditions in the socioeconomically stratified landscape of the town for the good 

and for the bad.  
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Background 

 

The closest to a complete metaphor for Cape Verde, at least for most of the 

archipelago, is the history and the contemporary social distribution of Sal. The name, “salt” 

translated in English, is due to the early colonial period under the Portuguese, when the island 

was exploited because of its salt reservoirs. In recent years it has become the center for the 

most developed tourism in the Cape Verde. The capital city of the island is Espargos. Yet, 

few of the many thousands that travel across continents to the island visit this city unless it is 

to take the plane. It is home to the working class of the island, but separated by kilometers of 

dry land away from the tourism centered in Santa Maria. With no oceans in nearby, hotels in 

Espargos are inexistent. 

 It was due to some comments made during my stay in Sal that the initial ideas that led 

me to the island of Boa Vista. I was staying at the house of a friend of a friend, who rented 

out rooms to Cape Verdeans. When I arrived, I was informed that the area in which I resided 

in had not had water for over two weeks. But the lack of water was nothing out of the 

ordinary. On the contrary, its absence was a matter of regulation. In the time waiting for their 

allocated water to come, people had filled their containers and reserve tanks to ensure supply 

of this vital resource. 

After a 20-minute bus ride from Espargos to the touristic town of Santa Maria, 

it felt as though I had travelled to a different island. There were hotels with massive gardens, 

Irish bars, Senegalese selling artisanal handicrafts, not to mention the sunburnt Europeans 

dressed in beachwear walking along the seafront. I stopped in front of a huge poster on a 

building on the other side of the road. There was a promotion for a future plaza with floor 

fountain jets lit in rainbow colors. I took a photo and continued down the road where, only a 

few minutes later, I found myself in front of the plaza I had seen on the poster. The modern 

design of the plaza reminded me of plazas I had seen in several places in Europe. The main 

attraction of the plaza, the floor fountain jets, reminded me of the beauty of water. The 
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crystalline water depicted in commercials for the island of Sal was one of its main attractions 

that attracted tourists from afar.  

 At one of the seating areas I saw a seemingly Cape Verdean woman in a yellow west 

watching the water spouting up from the ground. It looked as though she was working as a 

guard on the plaza. I walked over to her and asked if I could sit down next to her. She nodded 

uncomfortably and continued to stare straight at the fountain.  

 

Sophie A.: Are you a guard here on the plaza? 

Guard: Yes. 

Sophie A.: What are you doing as a guard? 

Guard: I have to watch this fountain, that nobody does any vandalism to it. 

Sophie A.: Vandalism? 

Guard: Yes. There are people that like to do those things. I also have to make sure 

nobody washes their feet in it so the water stays clean.” 

Sophie A.: Are there always people watching the fountain?” 

Guard: Yes. Always. When I finish my shift someone else will come and continue to 

watch the fountain at night.” 

 

 We sat together in silence watching the fountain. For some reason, I thought of Kafka. 

The parable “Before the law” in the novel The Trial, is the story of a man in front of a door 

and a guard. He asks him if he can go in and the guard tells him that maybe, but not now. He 

even tells him he can try to go in, but more guards will wait inside much bigger than him. So, 

he decides to wait. Time passes and the man has no longer much left to live. That’s when he 

finally asks the guard that if this is the law, why has not anyone passed through it in all this 

time. The guard, knowing he is fading, tells him that the reason is that this door was made 

particularly for him.  

There was something striking about the view of the woman working to assure the 

purity of the water, not allowing anyone to use it. People needed water, but at the same time 

it was policed to assure its purity. My aim is to cross the prohibited door to understand what 

it creates and means for the life of the dwellers on the island of Boa Vista. I want to explore 

the moral worlds in which water is enmeshed, and their capabilities to accentuate class 

differences. These moral characteristics can be traced back to Portuguese colonialism, but 

have gained new facets with a new, nearly infinite source of fresh water, the desalination 

plant.   
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Topic of Dissertation 

 

Cape Verde has a unique geographical location. As an archipelago situated in the middle 

of the Atlantic Ocean, it is outside the Sahel desert and is characterized by its scarcity of 

fresh water. The natural conditions of each island and its access to water has profoundly 

shaped each islands’ colonial history, and the islander’s identity and social relations.  

Based on the island of Boa Vista, I want to look at the various ways in which water is, 

and historically has, taken on the character of a moral substance. By tracing the significance 

of water from the first official settlers of the Cape Verde islands, up until recent history, I 

want to show some implications of the scarcity of water, and how that has profoundly shaped 

the extreme socioeconomic and cultural differences that can be observed in the little town of 

Sal Rei today. Within this historical backdrop, I want to look at the moral characteristics that 

are ascribed to water and how these characteristics affect how water is being used. I will also 

show how the aesthetics of water and its physical power as a substance has the potential to 

socioeconomically stratify landscapes. I would like to explore how the control of water can 

enhance or diminish class differences if it is, in Douglas’ (cf. 1966) terms, in and out of 

place.  

 

 

Cape Verde 

 

In the Atlantic Ocean, 453 nautical miles west of Senegal, lies the archipelago and 

republic of Cape Verde. The total population amounts to 530.000. However, due to out-

migration, the biggest Cape Verdean population resides abroad (Batalha et al. 2008:20). The 

archipelago consists of 10 islands, divided into two groups: the windward group ‘Barlavento’ 

- Boa Vista, Sal, São Vicente, Santo Antão, São Nicolau and Santa Luzia, and the leeward 

group ‘Sotavento’ – Santiago, Fogo, Maio and Brava. Although close in distance, the islands 

differ geographically, geologically and biologically: there are mountainous islands reaching 

2000 meters above sea level, islands with volcanoes, and flat deserted islands covered by 

sand from the Sahel-desert. There are areas that are arid and areas that are fertile, all 

depending on the topography and the position with reference to the directions of the winds.  

One would maybe think Cape Verde is highly vegetated, the name being translated as 

“Green Cape”. Considering its inaccuracy, the islands being extensively arid, the name is 
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therefore believed to derive from its position east of the Senegalese peninsula Cap-Vert 

(Aulette & Carter 2009:20). The critical aspects of the country’s ecology are the scarcity of 

rain; infertile soil which make up 80%1, lack of land owned by the population dependent on 

agriculture, which in short makes agricultural productivity very low (Langworthy & Finan 

1997:14). The ever-decreasing precipitation has made it harder for subsistence farmers 

(Langworthy & Finan 1997), and many choose to migrate abroad or to urban areas to look for 

work.  

 It is widely claimed the Cape Verdean diaspora communities are twice the size of the 

resident population, amounting to 1.000.000. Although there is little demographic evidence 

for this claim (Batalha & Carling 2008:19), the Cape Verdean transnational identity has been 

on top of the agenda for some of the social scientists most dedicated to the area (Batalha et al. 

2008). The little previous anthropological research that exists on Cape Verde has primarily 

concerned the Cape Verdean diaspora, returned migrants, transnationalism and remittances 

(Batalha et al. 2008, Drotbohm 2011, Åkesson 2011). According to Åkesson, activities, ideas 

and remittances from out-migrated relatives has formed a transnational identity not only for 

Cape Verdeans abroad, but their family and friends living in the home country (Åkesson 

2004).  

Out- migration has also profoundly shaped the Cape Verdean economic growth, and 

few other countries in the world are as dependent on remittances as the Cape Verde islands. 

To illustrate the impact of remittances, it is only necessary to make a comparison to other 

economic sectors. In 2000-01, Cape Verdean exports amounted to only 12% and aid 8%.  

Remittances, on the other hand stood for 22% of the country’s income (Carling 2004:126). 

The ever-declining precipitation has left Cape Verde with few natural resources, and is thus 

an impediment to the development of their economy. Recurrent droughts and few job 

opportunities have been the main reason why so many Cape Verdeans have chosen to leave 

their home country over the last century (Carling 2004).   

Over the previous years, Cape Verde has had a growing tourist industry in the 

previous years. The varied geography and culture makes Cape Verde an exotic destination for 

tourists looking for music and culture, mountain hiking and beautiful beaches. Although it 

has brought economic capital into the local economy, it has also put additional pressure on 

the local water resources. Politicians are planning to install plants for desalination of sea 

                                                      
1 Agricultural land (% of land area). Food and Agriculture Organization via World Bank. 

Retrieved from: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.AGRI.ZS 
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water on every island in proportion to the growing tourism industry. This expansion will 

multiply eight times the capacity of 2012 over the next years (Waterworld 2012), a 

development that will pose extraordinary climatic questions, given Cape Verde’s 

infrastructure of limited renewable energy. 

 

The road to Cape Verde 

 

 My decision to do fieldwork in Cape Verde was somewhat arbitrary. In the autumn of 

2013 I started my journey into the study of anthropology, and in my first few weeks I was 

already eager to start preparing for the fieldwork I had 3.5 years down the road. As I have 

always have had a great interest in learning languages, I wanted to let the fieldwork be a 

journey into a new language and culture. Previously I have lived in France, Spain and 

Portugal over longer periods of time, and experienced how my evolving language 

proficiencies allowed me to participate and gain deeper insights into the local culture. For 

me, having the language skills to communicate with locals in their terms, was imperative to a 

good fieldwork.  

 I sought advice from a professor after my first lecture in university, which convinced 

me to go to Myanmar due to the new possibilities of fieldwork the political reforms the 2010 

election had initiated. I decided to learn Burmese, and the summer before my fieldwork I 

travelled two months to Myanmar for preparations and language practice. Over the course of 

my stay I assessed places and ideas I had for my fieldwork, giving special attention to the 

Moken people of Southern Myanmar. However, the limitations of the project I had 

envisioned turned out too difficult to surpass in practice, and I decided to restart from scratch.  

 Since it was the particularly complex linguistic environment that left me feeling 

insufficiently prepared to achieve successful fieldwork on the Moken, I decided to choose a 

place I could easily be acquainted. A semester at the University of Porto had left me curious 

about the Lusophone world, a world I could also understand with my Portuguese language 

skills. In a United Nations report about Cape Verde, I read about fog collection projects that 

had been abandoned, although water was a scarce resource on the archipelago, and saw the 

potential for an anthropological study. I was surprised to find out that there had been no 

previous anthropological studies in Cape Verde focusing on water, especially given its 

history, where water reoccurs as a decisive substance in the development of the present 

culture and social relations. 
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 Researching previous anthropological studies on water and the article by Orlove & 

Caton (2010), got me inspired of how to anthropologically approach a study of water. 

Hastrup (2009) introduced the term ‘waterworlds’, a term that describes: “The totality of 

connections that water may have in any given society” (Orlove &Caton 2010:403). In their 

article Orlove and Caton propose three potential fields through which one can study 

‘waterworlds’: 

 

- Watersheds: “an area of land which water drains downhill to a lowest point; a 

possible management unit” (Orlove et al. 2010:406)  

- Water Regimes: «the aggregate of institutional rules and practices for managing 

water resources in a specific setting or watershed» (Orlove et al. 2010:407) 

- Waterscapes: «the culturally meaningful, sensorially active places in which 

humans interact with water and with each other» (Orlove et al. 2010:408)  

With these three potential fields in mind, I decided to go to Cape Verde following 

water - how it was used, communicated, symbolized, distributed and controlled, and see 

where it would take me.  

 

 

The fieldwork 

 

 January 4th 2017 I arrived in the island of São Vicente, where I initially had thought I 

would do my fieldwork. I met a doctor in linguistics, Dominika Swolkien, who became a 

local supervisor with whom I could discuss my observations with. With her extensive 

knowledge on and network in Cape Verde she helped me find interesting topics and places 

for potential fieldwork. 

 My supervisor, Signe Howell, had advised me to travel between the islands with an 

open mind, letting the field arise from the places and people I met. On my travels between the 

islands I looked for Orlove and Caton’s (2010) waterworlds in order to get a general 

overview of the different contexts in which water played a major part. In every place, I 

gathered information on how water was managed, distributed, priced, controlled, used and 

communicated in order to gain a perspective on its sociocultural, economic and symbolic 

aspects.  
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In São Vicente I visited various neighborhoods to gain an insight into the meaning of 

water in the urban setting of Mindelo and the fishing town São Pedro. In the island of Santo 

Antão I particularly assessed the role of water in agriculture, and how it was managed and 

controlled in the valley of Paúl. I travelled to the island of Sal to look at the contrasting 

distribution and attributed value of water in the local town of Espargos and the touristic town 

of Santa Maria. On the island of Santiago I looked for the fog collection project, which 

various local guides of the mountains of Serra Malagueta had never heard of. On my last 

attempt to find a field site I travelled to the island of Boa Vista, and immediately felt that I 

had found what I was looking for. Sal Rei was a small town where I easily got in contact with 

people, and its size of it allowed me to walk from any end to the other in fifteen minutes. The 

lush all-inclusive hotels sustained by the hard work of the people living in a township without 

water, was a contrast calling special attention. Housing more than two thirds of Sal Rei’s 

inhabitants, yet, without water and sanitation, I was curious to find out how water was used 

on this exceptionally class-divided, arid island.  

 

 

My time in Boa Vista 

 

The first three weeks in Boa Vista I lived with a lady from Sal Rei whom I found 

through AirBnb. Living with her allowed me to immerse myself into the daily life of a 

Boavistense household. She was a retired school teacher and an active member of the 

Catholic Church, and now lived with two of her sons. She introduced me to family members 

and neighbors, and gave me interesting insights into the life in Sal Rei. She also took me to 

the township Bairro de Boa Esperança, that I will call “the Bairro”, visiting some of her 

friends from church. A couple she knew in this neighborhood, “Janilson” and “Angelita”, 

later became some of my closest friends and informants in Sal Rei. Janilson invited me to 

volunteer in the kitchen in a kindergarten where he worked, which ended up being a central 

place throughout my fieldwork. 

My fellow workers became my best friends, and visiting them, their friends and 

family became my way to integrate into the Bairro. Sunday was normally the most important 

day of the week, as this was the day people were not working, the day they spent cleaning 

their house and washing their clothes. It was a day where I could ‘hang out’ and observe and 
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sometimes participate in the way they were using water for cleaning, washing up, cooking, 

and drinking, listening and discussing the things that were of concern in their everyday life.  

In the Vila I also had friends I visited regularly. I became good friends with the lady I 

lived with over the first three weeks, and her sons. A neighbor of hers, an 82-year-old woman 

from Boa Vista became a grandmother for me in the last months of my fieldwork. I helped 

her in the kitchen and sometimes I joined her in the senior center where I met other elders of 

Boa Vista. Talking with her and her friends allowed me to learn about how things were in the 

old days and how they have changed.  

I also became close with a Senegalese family that was selling artisanal paintings, 

sculptures and bracelets along the beach. I normally spent time with them in their shops, but 

also visited them in the evenings and ate dinners at their place. Beside my African friends I 

also had European friends that had come to live in Boa Vista for different reasons. A 

Portuguese woman had a bar where various Europeans and upper-class Cape Verdeans would 

meet and organize events, where I met various people discussing several topics. I particularly 

made friends with an English neighbor that lived with her Cape Verdean boyfriend. Although 

my time spent with the English girl was my “time off”, observing the cultural difference 

before my eyes, concretized the anthropological exercise of cultural comparison.  

 

 

Method 

 

When I arrived in Sal Rei I knew I wanted to have the whole town as my field of 

study. In order to grasp the full context of the cultural and extreme socioeconomic differences 

within a small town of only 10.000 inhabitants, I wanted to spend time in various places with 

people of different cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds. The main topic was always 

water, and I wanted to “follow” it in Appadurai’s (cf. 1986) sense wherever it took me. I 

deepened more on the Bairro, as it was a context I was the most unfamiliar with. Although I 

saw the benefits of only focusing on one group, the method I chose gave me the various 

insights that allowed me to understand how things were interconnected and affected by each 

other.  

In the Bairro, I did not feel comfortable just “hanging out” and going up to strangers 

on the street. Hence, the kindergarten “Diversão” became an important field site. Here I could 

learn about life in the Bairro at the same time as helping out in the kitchen doing the dishes 
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and serving breakfast and lunch. Helping out with the dishes allowed me to see how water 

was used in practice under precarious and scarce conditions. I could participate, observe and 

learn how things were done through hands-on experience. Repeated participation allowed me 

to understand perceptions of cleanliness, through doing things correctly and making mistakes. 

Putting every little thing to question, I learnt their attitudes towards water; their values and 

practices. As a white and Portuguese-speaking European, I did what I could to reduce the 

distance between my informants and myself. Insisting on doing the dishes, which is 

considered to be a “dirty” job, I believe helped me integrate among my fellow workers. I 

could show through my work that I did not believe myself to be any better than them, that I 

was not racist and that my intentions were good.  

As I was participating and observing the everyday life of my informants, theories 

came to mind of how things were connected. I asked them numerous questions to find out 

how water was classified, often with repetitive follow-up questions. Frequently one response 

could generate dozens of new questions. When small discoveries and interesting thoughts 

arose from how things were connected, I always made sure to check with as many informants 

as I could.  I followed the advice of Fredrik Barth (1981:10), that "both topic and method 

must be allowed to develop in response to the concrete situation of fieldwork and the findings 

that accumulate". The geographic limitations of the town gave me an attainable overview of 

commonalities, which permitted me to more easily validate and invalidate different theories 

that came to mind.  

 After the first weeks in Boa Vista, I had gathered most of the general and concrete 

information about how water was used, priced, distributed, managed, controlled and 

communicated I wanted to add new symbolic dimensions to my observations. The book that I 

turned to in times of pondering, the book that gave me the most inspiration, guidance and 

new ideas, was Veronica Strang’s (2004) The Meaning of Water. In her book, she analyses 

the ever-changing human-water relationship and the social, cultural, political, environmental 

meanings it is loaded with. Her mix between history, theory and ethnographic data, orderly 

organized in five different segments and thirteen different topics, helped me organize my 

own data and understand what was lacking from the holism of my approach to water.  

Throughout my fieldwork, I used Veronica Strang’s ethnographic method ‘cultural 

mapping’ (Strang 2010:132). This method combines both collection of formal sources of 

cartographic data like GIS and topographic maps, with more informal representations and 

notions of landscape among the dwellers that use them. I was inspired by Strang’s method of 

doing ‘walkabouts’ in the landscape, asking informants about local stories and associations 
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tied to different places (Strang 2010:132-3). Although I did not get to do much ‘walking-

about’ with my informants, I often asked about different things I had observed walking 

around myself, which usually led into conversations that ‘culturally mapped’ out my 

understanding of Sal Rei. 

Four months into my fieldwork I decided with my supervisor that I would delve into 

the topic of cleanliness. Over time I had observed how water was economized by adding 

household bleach. From my perspective, this looked like dirty water. Boa Vista surely had 

little precipitation, but water was primarily experienced as a scarce resource because it was 

economically inaccessible. It could be produced and sold according to the market, bottled and 

or desalinated from the ocean, but always at a high price. There were limitations to how 

much the desalination plant could produce per day, but the production capacity was never a 

concern among the locals. The constant concern to save water, even in cases where there was 

capability to buy more, was something I dwelt upon and became a central topic in my further 

investigation. 

  Towards the end of my fieldwork I worked out a set of questions that I asked all my 

informants, which I also recorded. The questions were generally open (“what are your 

thoughts about bottled water?”, “What is natural water?”) to try to bring about elaborate 

descriptions, although I sometimes specified what I meant and asked yes-and-no follow-up 

questions to make the situation more comfortable. If new interesting questions popped up, I 

then added them to my regular inquiry in interviews. As an example, it was under one 

specific interview with “Janilson”, during a digression in my questions about the chlorine he 

was using in his water, when I became interested in the topic of microorganisms. I had 

previously heard people repeatedly explain their constant use of chlorine as a way of 

eliminating microorganisms but had not gone further into the topic. Microorganisms, which I 

will show, represent the evil and the dangerous, and affect the ways water is used and 

consumed for drinking.  

 

 

Language 

 

The language spoken in Cape Verde is the Cape Verdean Creole derived from 

Portuguese, which was the language of their colonizers. For the majority of Cape Verdeans, 

Creole is their mother tongue, and the predominant oral language in everyday life. Although 
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Creole is increasingly used in formal settings, Portuguese remains the official language used 

in schools, newspapers, radio and television (Swolkien 2015:16-7).  

The disparities in the Creole between the Barlavento and Sotavento can generally be 

categorized by their similarities and difference to Portuguese, reasons that will become clear 

in the next chapter. The Creole spoken on Boa Vista and other islands in the Barlavento are 

distinctively closer to Portuguese, whereas the creole from Santiago, an island in Sotavento, 

was so different from Portuguese that I could hardly understand what was being said. High-

class Cape Verdeans from Boa Vista were often glad to speak Portuguese with me, whereas 

the people from the Bairro, speaking the Santiago creole, disliked the colonial language and 

sometimes even refused to speak it with me.   

 Except from my Portuguese and my fair understanding and sparse use of Creole words, 

I also used English, French, Italian, and even Norwegian to communicate with people in the 

multicultural context of Sal Rei.  

 

 

Ethics and limitations 

  

Throughout my fieldwork I always properly asked everyone I was in contact with for 

permission to potentially use our communication as part of my research. I have anonymized 

everyone by pseudonyms and in some cases changed details about their origins. Since Sal Rei 

is a small town, and many noticed who I had frequent contact with, some of the data can be 

traced back to the originators. I believe the data I have used in those cases are of a character 

of no potential harm to the people concerned. In the kindergarten, I reminded the director that 

I needed informed consent from the parents of children in the kindergarten. Over his regular 

group meetings for parents he assured me that I had permission from the parents of the 

children involved. 

 In all the interaction I had with my friends and informants I tried my best to read 

social situations and be considerate to what was appropriate and inappropriate in different 

contexts. When asking questions, I stopped when I felt I might have touched upon a sensitive 

or uncomfortable subject. This is one of the reasons I left out cholera and sanitation from my 

study.  

 Living alone during most of my fieldwork limited me in terms of the additional 

qualitative data I could obtained from living with a Cape Verdean household. I would have 
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gained valuable insights through the process of adapting myself to the customs of the 

household, observe how water was used from morning to night and the occasional 

transactions of water between friends.  

My poor Creole skills created some distance between me and many of my informants, 

especially since speaking Portuguese is associated with the upper class: “If an outsider to 

Cape Verde only speaks Portuguese they would not belong to the in-group, but they would be 

perceived to have a higher status” (Aulette & Carter 2009:140-1). Although I did not speak 

their language, my qualitative approach allowed me to make good friendships that exceeded 

our linguistic differences.  

 

 

Morality 

 

My interest in using morality as a prism to view my observations on the use of water 

was first sparked by the anthropologist Veronica Strang (2004). During her research from the 

Dorset river she did an experiment with a group of primary and high school pupils to explore 

the ways in which water quality and morality are related (Strang 2004:101). The pupils were 

asked to describe how they would imagine water in Hell and water in Heaven:   

 

 “Water in Heaven 

 

 There would be clear spring water, sparkling, glittering, like a river of diamonds. 

 It would be all the colours of the rainbow, floating with gold. 

It would be diamond clear, light and warm for swimming in. 

It would be very clean and gold, warm in Autumn, cool in Summer. 

It would defy gravity. 

It would feel refreshing, relaxing, cool, like cotton. 

Cool and soft to drink, it would taste fresh, sweet and clean, like milk 

It would smell fresh, like soap, you can smell the cleanliness of it.  

It would smell of flowers, grapes, apples, peaches or bananas. 

It would sound like bells or crystals dropping from the sky. 

It would be a quiet river, and you could drink it. 

There would be a clear stream, with trees and fish and ducks. 
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It would be clean and calm, with fish that would let you touch them. 

There would be lakes, rivers and waterfalls, with flowers at the side and there would 

be sun. 

It would be still and silent, calming.  

 

Water in Hell 

 

Black, very dirty, thick with mud and oozing waste. 

Hot and red, burning lava, boiling, fire, or freezing cold, brown and petroly. 

The smell would be horrible, like poo, gruesome, like a sewer or cow dung. 

It would smell polluted, like burning coal.  

It would feel like mud, clammy and dirty, slimy, it would come from a swamp.  

It would taste like meat and blood, sour, like bad curry.  

It would sound like a pot of bubbling gunge.  

It would make loud sounds and contain evil fish; it would be unsafe. 

It would come thudding down from the sky, permanently falling. 

It might contain piranha and sharks, or dead fish.  

It would have germs in it.  

It would be used for killing.” 

     (Strang 2004:101-2) 

 

 Strang’s experiment is an example of how water is interpreted as being ‘good’ or 

‘bad’ through our senses of sight, smell, taste, touch and sound. Although some are more 

ambiguous and complex than others, each of our senses triggers positive or negative 

experiences (Murphy 2013:246). And when we relate to water, we use our senses to order it 

within our systems of classification. When we classify water we ascribe certain 

characteristics, and those characteristics can be ‘bad’ and/or ‘good’. This is one aspect of 

how water is ascribed a moral value. One might think that there exists neutral water: H2O, 

water in purest form. But purity is in itself a moral value, so water never escapes our moral 

classification.  

Morality as a topic of western philosophical interest dates back over 2000 years. The 

concept has been mainly studied at the abstract level, questioning what constitutes good and 

bad moral living (Zigon 2008:23). To Ruth Benedict morality is “a convenient term used for 

socially approved habits” (1956: 195), which means that anthropologists, to some extent, 
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have been studying morality all along (Zigon 2008:1). But morality does not just concern 

good and bad actions, it is an analytical concept that can be used creatively to grasp new 

aspects of the anthropological fields we work in (Zigon 2008). 

 In addition to using morality in its traditional sense, as a matter of “socially approved 

habits”, of the “right” or “wrong”, I want in my dissertation to use moral as a classifier of 

positive and negative laden features of our social, material and emotional worlds. The ways 

water should and should not be used, characteristics it should and should not have, and places 

it should and should not be situated. In the Boavistan context of contrast, of scarcity and 

overuse, water has a special significance of relative value, and, as I will show, morality is 

central in order to understand it’s meaning.  

 

 

This thesis 

 

 In the following chapters I will show the many ways in which water is a moral 

substance in Cape Verde, but specifically in Sal Rei. In chapter 2 I will trace how water 

scarcity was the basis for the practices of colonization, in particular those of slavery, and its 

implications for the cultural, sociocultural, economic and racial differences that shape the 

social relations between the dwellers of present-day Sal Rei. In chapter 3 I will look closer at 

the “new times” followed by the advent of desalination technology: the changes it has 

brought and the neighborhoods it has created. In chapter 4, I will explore the moral 

characteristics the dwellers of Sal Rei ascribe to drinking water, how these classifications 

affect how it is consumed and how water is morally entangled in its sociohistorical past. In 

chapter 5 I will show how the morality of water affects how water is used for cleaning and 

how water for some is not enough to make things morally clean. In chapter 6 I will eventually 

show how the potency of water intentionally and unintentionally creates the morally “good” 

and “bad” places that comprise the water-scarce town of Sal Rei and the island of Boa Vista. 

Finally, I will make some concluding remarks and point to possible future projects for 

anthropologists and the future prospects of Boa Vista. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

HISTORY OF WATER AND SOCIAL DIVIDES 

 

 

I want to start the history chapter talking about fruits and vegetables. Over the numerous 

visits I made in different Cape Verdean homes over the seven months I stayed in the country, 

one common trinket was always to be found on a table: the plastic fruit and vegetable platter. 

Fruits and vegetables were cherished by everyone whom I discussed the topic with, and were 

often also the motive of wall paintings and embroidery. They were luxuries that formed a 

minor part of their daily diet, a consequence of the lack of rain on the islands and the 

following high prices. “We had green beans, white beans, black beans, corn, melon, 

pumpkin…” I often was told when I asked Boavistenses about how things were in the past. 

 But why am I starting this chapter talking 

about fruits and vegetables? Water is a substance 

that is intrinsically part of everything around us. 

Water is the substance of life itself; if there is no 

water, there can be no life, no plants, no animals, 

no humans. The history of Cape Verde is a series 

of events highly affected by water scarcity. A 

history where fruits and vegetables have been so 

scarce, they have become a luxury for people, 

making life “sabi” (tasteful, good) with their bright 

colors and juicy taste. But the glorification of fruit 

and vegetables is not the only way water has 

shaped the present. Through history, water has 

been an influential commodity in the creation of 

the socioeconomic and race-differentiated society 

of today. To understand the changes and the 

practices of the present, we need to look back to 

the past to trace it from the first Portuguese settlers 

in the archipelago. 

 

Figure 1: Plastic vegetable and fruit platter found in every 

Cape Verdean home 

Figure 2: Poster of a table full of food over a plastic 

vegetable and fruit platter on a table  in a house in the Bairro 
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History of slavery 

 

 The official history of Cape Verde, started when the Portuguese settled with their slaves 

in the 1460s (Lobban 1995:1). The Genoese navigator Antonio da Noli on a Portuguese 

expedition claimed to have discovered Cape Verde in 1455, when he came upon the 

unpopulated islands of Santiago, Fogo, Maio, Boa Vista and Sal (Duncan 1972:18). After the 

Azores and Madeira, Cape Verde was a disappointment in terms of its aridity which gave 

little potential to grow cash-crops (Meintel 1984:31). As water was imperative to settlement, 

the occurrence of water on the different islands in the archipelago determined their 

succession of colonization (Barros 1939:31-33). The mountainous islands of Santiago and 

Fogo were blessed with more water than their more level neighboring islands, and became 

the first to be extensively settled by the colonizers. As they had better conditions for 

agricultural production, they were more livable, and could produce cash-crops and cotton that 

could be sold as a part of the triangular trade. Boa Vista, Maio and later Sal, were used for 

salt extraction and cattle herding, but lacked the water to support the sufficient life conditions 

for a large population. Due to the lack of water on São Vicente, currently one of Cape Verdes 

most important islands, it remained unvalued until the second half of the 19th century. When 

its excellent conditions to serve as a port were discovered, the necessity of importing fresh 

water in boats from the neighboring island of Santo Antão was worth the effort (ibid.). 

 Cape Verdes role during the triangular trade was primarily as a place for sale and re-

export of slaves (Duncan 1972:198). The slaves that survived the route to Cape Verde were 

considered to be of higher quality, so many preferred doing their negotiations in Santiago, 

which became the center of slavery. In Santiago, slaves could be sold for a higher price, since 

the navigation to the Cape Verdes was less 

troublesome than to the Guinea coast, and the 

process of bartering less complicated (Meintel 

1984:37).  

 As I earlier mentioned, access to fresh water 

was the main reason why slavery was concentrated 

in Santiago and Fogo, and not on the dry islands. 

This distribution was going to be the fundament 

for the racial categories in today’s Cape Verde. 

The conditions on the island of Santiago and Fogo 
Figure 1: (Duncan 1972:210) 
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were characterized by severe and violent control, due to the constant flux of slaves on the 

island (Meintel 1984: 76-7). In addition to the slaves that were redistributed as part of the 

triangular trade, the white slave owners were eminently outnumbered by their slaves on these 

two islands, averaging around 4,5 slaves per owner (Carreira 1971:418). The landlords were 

often absent, and the relations between master and slave were less paternalistic than on 

islands with fewer slaves (Meintel 1984:76-7). The many mountains and vigorous vegetation 

rendered many hiding places for runaway slaves. These were called the ‘badius’, a name still 

used for people from Santiago (Lobban 1995:31). 

 In Brava, Santo Antão and Saõ Nicolau the supply of slaves was undependable, making 

slaves less expendable. The number of slaves per owner averaged at one to two by the end of 

slavery, and it was common for a slave to share roof with its owner. Hence, the master-slave 

relation became closer than the ones on Santiago and Fogo (Meintel 1984:76).  

 During the time of slavery, hardly any European couples emigrated to Cape Verde. 

Africa, people believed, was not a place for the European woman (Carreira 1984:145-6). 

Hence, white men travelled to the islands without wives or children, resulting in mestization 

between Europeans and Africans (Meintel 1984:24). “Mixing up the race” was however not 

something the Portuguese king wanted, and in 1620, he ordered women of ill fame that 

already were exiled to Brazil, to be sent to Cape Verde to extinguish the mulatto race insofar 

as possible (Meintel 1984:80). 

 

 

Estado Novo 

  

 Between 1932-1968 the Portuguese dictator António de Oliveira Salazar tried to create 

a strong Portuguese empire tby assimilating the colonized Africans to Portuguese language 

and culture. The aim of Salazar’s new regime, what he called the Estado Novo, was to 

construct an imagined community, in Andersons2 terms, between the Portuguese and their 

colonized (Cairo 2006:374). He wanted to evoke a narrative of unity and intermingling 

between the Portuguese and their former colonies; that their mission had been to “civilize” 

and “Christianize” the Africans all along. If he could persuade the world of the “luso-

                                                      
2 An imagined political community is “imagined because the members of even the smallest 

nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet 

in the minds of each lives the image of their communion” (Anderson 1983:6) 
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tropicalism”3, the unique and friendly character of the Portuguese imperialists, he could avoid 

the pressure from the UN to decolonize (Cairo 2006).  

 Portugal claimed to be non-racist, Salazar implemented a new set of policies, dividing 

the population of the empire into assimilados (assimilated, civilized) and indígenas (native, 

uncivilized). Although the policies were juridically based on knowledge of the Portuguese 

culture (language, abilities to read, write, dress, eat), it was racial in its application (Bender 

1978:152).  The indígenas had no right to vote, were confined to low-paid jobs, inferior 

schools, and needed official permission for numerous economic activities, like selling their 

crops and travelling (Meintel 1984:129).  

 During the times of Salazar, almost all Cape Verdeans were given the status of 

assimilados (ibid.:128), contrary to Portugal’s other colonies Angola and Sao Tomé and 

Principe, which were almost exclusively noted indígina (Bender 1978:149-151). The reasons 

for this are mainly attributed to the occurrence of water on these different colonies. More 

than 90 percent of Cape Verdeans were illiterate and worked as fishermen, peasants and 

laborers: the same jobs as other African colonies like Angola, Mozambique and Sao Tomé 

and Principe (Meintel 1984:130). What made Cape Verde different, was its lack of water, 

which rendered poor conditions for plantations. Tropical places countries like Angola and 

Sao Tomé, on the other hand, had a big potential for cultivation (Bender 1978:135-138), and 

the population was almost exclusively noted indígina so they could be used as low-paid 

workers in the plantations (Meintel 1984:130). 

 Salazar had another thought behind making Cape Verdeans assimilados. Encouraging 

Cape Verdeans to believe they were culturally closer to the Portuguese would assure their 

loyalty to Portugal. During the colonial wars of Portugal, schools were constructed in Cape 

Verde to show that they were developing the archipelago, which would assure continuation 

of Portuguese rule and their allegiance against the indígenas (ibid.:139). Africas “Che 

Guevara”, Amilcar Cabral, born in Guinea Bissau with Cape Verdean parents, warned about 

Salazar’s discourse:  

                                                      
3 The Brazilian sociologist Gilberto Freyre (1940) developed the term “luso-tropicalism” to 

describe the friendly and humane character of the Portuguese imperialists: “The Portuguese 

was mostly, especially in Brazil, a splendid creator in his efforts of colonization. The glory of 

his blood was not so much that of the imperial warrior that conquers and subjugates the 

barbarians to dominate them and exploit from above. He was above all the procreator in the 

tropics. He dominated the native populations, mixing himself and loving with pleasure the 

women of color.” (Freyre 1940:- 40 own translation) 
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“…colonial imperialist domination has attempted to create theories which, in fact, are 

nothing but crude racist formulations and express themselves in practice through a 

permanent siege of the indigenous populations, based on a racist (or democratic) 

dictatorship. It is for example so in the case of the so-called theory of the progressive 

assimilation of native populations, which turns out to be no more than an attempt to 

destroy more or less violently, the culture of the people in question.” (Cabral 1974:12) 

 When wars for decolonization spread all over Europe, a small number of intellectuals 

did not accept that Cape Verde would remain a colony. Among them were Amilcar Cabral, 

and the first Cape Verdean president Aristides Pereira. Cabral and a group of intellectual 

revolutionaries set out on a project to re-Africanize Cape Verde and founded the clandestine 

party PAIGV (Partido Africano da Independéncia da Guiné e Cabo Verde) which liberated 

the Cape Verde and Guinea from Portugal in 1974 (Davidson 1989).  

 

 

Badius, sampadjudos and the racial hierarchy 

 

 Although the racial hierarchy is no longer practiced juridically through distinctions of 

the assimilados and the indígenas, the perception of “Africaness” as being somewhat 

“backward” is a thought that persists in today’s Cape Verde. In order to understand the 

current racial hierarchy in Sal Rei, it is necessary to expand on the two main culturally 

opposed groups: the badius and sampadjudos.  

 Earlier in this chapter I briefly mentioned the badius, a name originally given to a 

group of runaway slaves that escaped their masters (Lobban 1995:31). The name has since 

been given to their descendants (Batalha 2004:74), and in 1969 they comprised 40% of the 

Cape Verdean population (Lobban 1995:61). Facing governmental policies of cultural and 

linguistic assimilation, they refused to abstain from the Creole language and to deny their 

African customs and heritage. Although, through music and culture they often were portrayed 

as a romantic symbol of the 20th century liberation struggle (Lobban 1995:61), badius were a 

denigrated social category due to their African cultural traits. They have been subject of 

negative stereotypes, such as being knife wielding savages, rude and quarrelsome. 

Nevertheless, they also share positive characteristics ascribed to peasants: being honest, hard-
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working and with integrity (Batalha 2004:74). The name badiu is still a denigrated term, and 

is today used to talk of all people from Santiago, often in the negative stereotypical sense of 

being uncivilized, violent and devious.  

 The opposite to the badius were the sampadjudos. They are the inhabitants of the 

Barlavento islands, the islands that generally had less water and, hence, worse conditions for 

the development of slavery. During times of colonization many sampadjudos were content to 

be identified with being assimilados, being ascribed a higher status (Meintel 1984:134). The 

creolization of European and African culture and miscegenation between black and white 

was more extensive in the Barlavento islands due to their lower slave-master ratio. In more 

recent times, it has been due to the trade centered in Mindelo and Boa Vista (Kasper 

1987:107).  Hence, today sampadjudos are generally more assimilated to Portuguese culture 

and lighter in complexion than the badius. They are stereotypically identified with the Cape 

Verdean morabeza (kindness and openness), as opposed to the badius (Batalha 2001:110-11). 

Although racial judgements are not pronounced and racism being generally denied, the racial 

overlap with social class are terms of stratification lingering from the Portuguese (Meintel 

1984).  

 Many Cape Verdeans today assert that the difference between badius and sampadjudos 

is merely geographical. Nevertheless, there is a clear rivalry and racial discrimination 

between the two groups (Batalha 2004:118). Meintel (1984), who did fieldwork on the island 

of Brava, notes the various ways in which Cape Verdeans practiced racial terms in their 

everyday life. “African” features were considered ugly, and “European” features were 

considered beautiful, correct, good, even clean (ibid.:101). Gente branca (white people) 

could be considered a class designation (ibid.:100), whereas preto or negro were used only to 

tease or insult (ibid.:99). Although this was in the 1980s, racial categorizations were still 

present in Boa Vista in 2017. I remember how a friend of mine from São Vicente expressed 

that he was annoyed that people called him black, not brown: “I am not black! People should 

not call me black, in any case I am brown.” In restaurants one would often see sampadjudos 

working as waitresses, whereas darker badius were normally in the kitchen.  
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History of droughts 

 

Chuva        Rain 

 

…         … 

chuva! chuva!       rain! rain! 

poemas de chuva caindo     poems of rain are falling 

vozes pedindo chuva      voices asking for rain 

bocas sedentas       thirsty mouths 

terra à espera de chuva      homeland waiting for rain 

 

o chão queimou-se ao sol     the ground was burnt by the sun 

as vozes calaram-se      the voices had been silenced  

e os poemas esqueceram-na     and the poems forgotten 

…         … 

 

Vera Duarte       Own translation 

 

(Sepúlveda 2000:333)_ 

 

 An important historical backdrop and determinant in the course of history of the 

archipelago has been the lack of water and the numerous consequential droughts. As one can 

read in the poem by Vera Duarte, a poet from Mindelo, the places one lives are never 

disconnected from oneself. If there is no rain, there is no human life. 

Between 1903-1948, 82.117 deaths occurred over 4 periods of famine, reducing the 

population each time by almost 20 percent (Carreira 1977:124). The droughts leading up to 

the famines of the 1940s were so severe, one of the famines was called the “tree-stump 

hunger”, because of the tough bases of banana trees that were eaten (Meintel 1984:57). With 

no help from Portugal, drought was synonymous with catastrophe, as the consequences that 

followed were brutal: tens of thousands of dead, innumerable suffered from malnutrition, and 

the economic crisis that followed made people sell everything they owned in order to survive. 

Epidemics often followed, as rats and insects feeding on rotting corpses spread contagion 

among the weakened population (Meintel 1984:58). Even the former slave owners were so 
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hungry that many chose suicide by taking poison to avoid the humiliation of starving to death 

(Meintel 1984:59). Droughts have cursed the country up until recent years. In 2002, 30.000 

citizens were threatened by famine, and the UN Food Program provided emergency aid for 

$1,2 million (Aulette & Carter 2009:31).  

 The famines, followed by the lack of water, were one of the main reasons why Cape 

Verdeans today are known as transnationals (Meintel 1984:55). Less rain entailed fewer 

possibilities of work, and many therefore chose to abandon their motherland to look for a 

better life in other countries like Portugal, USA, Netherlands, France, Italy and Luxembourg 

(Kasper 1987:61-3). Some were so desperate to emigrate that a substantial amount also 

voluntarily emigrated to Sao Tomé and Principe to work on the plantations under atrocious 

health and working conditions (Meintel 1984:66). As I mentioned in the introduction, the 

ones that made it to Europe or the USA, became important to the economy of the island. 

Most Cape Verdeans today have a relative living abroad, however not all emigrants have the 

means to sustain their family in their home country (Batalha et al. 2008). The scarce 

precipitation on Cape Verde has made the island become heavily dependent on food imports 

(Instituto Nacional de Estatísticas 2016). 

 

 

History of Boa Vista 

 

Colonization of Cape Verde started in 1462, but due to its lack of resources Boa Vista 

remained unexploited and depopulated until the end of the 15th century. The Portuguese king 

decided to transport and breed goats on Boa Vista, and until 1620 the only population on the 

island were slaves tending to their masters’ goats (Kasper 1987:37-40). In 1620 the English 

started to extract salt from the island, and founded the village Povoação Velha. There were 

three divisions of society intermingled by class and race: colonizers and their successors, the 

freed slaves and merchants, and the slaves (Kasper 1987:44). In 19th century Boa Vista was 

the island in Barlavento with the highest concentration of slaves, but although slavery was 

abolished in 1886 (Kasper 1987:49-50), the social relations transformed into feudal relations. 

In the 20th century the majority of Boavistenses were mulattos. The dominant whites had 

been significantly reduced, and from the middle class emerged a petit bourgeoisie (1987:50). 

In 1987, Kasper asserts a new social division between:  
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- The petit bourgeoisie, 5 % which were merchants and employees.  

- The mass of people, 95% which were farmers, goat herders, fishermen  

 

 During my stay in Boa Vista I could see an overlap between skin complexion and 

social class. Richer, whiter families often lived in Sal Rei, living off family inheritances and 

remittances from relatives abroad. I also noticed that the Boavistenses living in the outskirts 

of Sal Rei, who were dependent on agriculture, often were darker-skinned.  

 

 

Demography and Ecology  

 

Boa Vistas demography and ecology has as the rest of the archipelago a history 

determined by the absence and presence of water. Boa Vista is the biggest and most deserted 

island in the archipelago, whose population has adjusted to its agricultural possibilities. 

Although the birth rate has steadily increased (Kasper 1987:51), one can see in table 1 how 

the population stagnated between approximately 2300-3500 inhabitants in the 20th century 

due to the infrequent rain and consequential droughts. Chaplain to the US. Africa Squadron 

visited the island in 1855, and described the following: “ “Fishing, salt-making, and going to 

funerals,” wrote Thomas, “are the chief amusements and employments of the people.” ”  

(Duncan 1972:187) Table 2 illustrates the impact of the droughts on the demography.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: (Kasper 1987:54) Statistics show population growth in Boa Vista was affected by drought. "S" 

stands for "seca" (drought). 
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Figure 3: (Kasper 1987:52) Statistics show how Boa Vistas population from year 1800-1980 was steady between 2200-3500 

inhabitants. Population numbers were influenced by rain, and decrease was due to droughts that either took lives of Cape 

Verdeans or caused out-migration.  
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Although Boa Vista has suffered from numerous droughts, there are testimonials of 

the times where the rain was more frequent, where a year without heavy rain was an 

exception. The renown Boavistense writer Germano Almeida, gives an account of this in his 

book A ilha Fantastica (The fantastic island): 

 

"But if it is true that the island had nothing to do with what it had been before the 

yellow fever, the truth is that they still were good times. In the rainy season, what we 

called "times of the waters", the maize grew beautiful in the Rabil river, beans and 

potatoes in abundance in the feet of the river bank, in some years even in such an 

abundance that they dried on their mothers and people would say, "Oh, little bean, if 

you pay me I’ll pick you up!" because in fact nobody knew what to do with them, 

even the pigs, they were fed with corn and goat's milk, they refused beans, it is even 

worth talking about potatoes, because one of things they were most used for was as a 

throwing weapon in the children’s game "  

                 

         (Almeida 1994:15 – own translation)  

        

Notwithstanding the extract from Germano Almeida, there has been a strong 

reduction in rain since the end the end of the 1960s. This has had economic consequences in 

terms of goat herding and agriculture. The lack of rain has prevented plant-growth, and with 

the disproportionate number of goats on the island, there has been an increase in 

desertification (Kasper 1987:66). Although rain historically has been a matter of life or death, 

the contemporary setting of Sal Rei has made it a particularly moral substance owing its 

potential to transform the environment and enhance socioeconomic differences. This is an 

issue I will elaborate on in chapter 6. 

 

 

Water and electricity 

 

 Water in the old times of Boa Vista was fetched in holes dug in the sand. In the 

romance Regresso ao Paraíso by Germano Almeida, he writes about memories of a Boa 

Vista without electricity and canalized water. He recounts nostalgic stories of the mysteries, 

witchcraft and love relations during the darkness at night, terrible stories but with happy 
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endings. The arrival of electricity brought an end to these collective fantasies, as they no 

longer feared the mystery of the dark hours (Almeida 2015).  

 Water was dug laboriously in an arms distance to be fetched in clay pots and carried 

on donkeys for the heavy weight. A one hour trip out of the town of Sal Rei one could find 

the two wells within an attainable distance (Almeida 2003:92). Almeida writes of the 

consequences of the canalization of water from the area Boa Esperança six kilometers away 

in the beginning of the 1960s. It was a notable progression and a blessing for families in the 

town of Sal Rei, but for the young, the cost of this new invention were their love escapades 

between the dunes on the route to the wells (Almeida 2015:133-4).  

 

 

Introduction of the Acasia Americana 

 

 Between 1975 and 1988 the government implemented a reforestation strategy. An 

increase of population and goat breeding had resulted in depleted vegetation and few green 

areas in the archipelago (Sandy-Winch, D. & P. Harris 1992:79). The process of cooking the 

traditional plate catxupa, a bean and corn stew cooked for several hours, consumed big 

amounts of firewood. A family would on average use 22 kilograms of firewood per day 

according to Heckman (1985:147). With the arid environment of the island receiving as little 

as 100 millimeters per year during this period the species Prosopis juliflora, locally known as 

Acacia Americana, was almost exclusively planted. This is extremely drought-resistant 

perennial legume tree, which made it particularly suited for the Cape Verdes aridity (Sandy-

Winch, D. et al. 1992:79).  

 Thirty years later the Acacia Americana is now known in Cape Verde as the tree that 

ruined the agricultural soil and the water reserves. The tree turned out to be problematic, 

primarily because it depleted the water content in the ground using deep ground water in the 

drought season and soil water in the wet season. The groundwater could no longer be used for 

human consumption and neighboring plants to the Acacia withered and died (Hoshino et al. 

2011, July 24-29). In Boa Vista, which in recent years has received on average 68 millimeters 

per year (Peel et al. 2007), dried-out rivers can be seen in the interior of the island. The 

agricultural lands of Rabil, once so fertile that “maize grew beautiful …, beans and potatoes 

in abundance …” (Almeida 1994:15), is now covered by the runway of the island’s new 

airport.  
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During my stay in Boa Vista I participated in a meeting at the Ministério do 

Desenvolvimento Rural – MDR (Ministry of Rural Development) where local politicians, 

community and NGO representatives were discussing what they wanted to do about the 

problems of the Acacia Americana. The representatives of the local communities shared 

stories about how the tree had ruined the agricultural ground in their local community, and 

the importance of getting rid of the tree. A problem was also that the goats, eating leaves 

from the Acacia and thus spread the seeds of the tree. This allowed for more and more trees 

to grow and more and more water to be absorbed through its roots. A response to this fatal 

development was the introduction of desalination of seawater. Although this development 

was projected to be a blessing, the results, have brought unexpected changes to the island, 

that I elaborate on over the next chapters. 

 

 

Advent of the desalination plant 

 

 Desalination arrived in Cape Verde in 1959, first constructed on the island of Sal, 

arriving simultaneously as its international airport. It turned out to be crucial to supply for the 

needs of the urban population (Shahidian 2014:13), and is today the main source of fresh 

water in the archipelago. “Electra”, a public enterprise responsible for the production, 

distribution and sale of water and electricity, was founded in 1982. It was a fusion of the 

already existing companies in the islands of São Vicente, Santiago and Sal, and its objective 

was to ensure a provision of water and electricity under economically safe conditions. In 

1992 Electra reached the island of Boa Vista, with the goal of providing water and electricity 

in the town of Sal Rei and the northern zone of the island (Empresa n.d.).  

 Electra has ever since been the main provider of desalinated water for the islands, 

with the exception of three other independent actors. AEB started up in Boa Vista in 2008, to 

provide water for the first massive all-inclusive hotel in Boa Vista, Riu Karamboa. “AEB is 

just another example of all the corruption on this island. They are all mafiosos!” I heard many 

Cape Verdeans and Europeans say during my time in Boa Vista. In the news article “Ossos 

para Electra?” (“Bones for Electra?”) the question is raised of why the local government 

suddenly decided to change the provider of water and electricity services to a private 

independent actor at the same time as the market for water and electricity became more 

lucrative due to the increase in tourism (Cardoso: 2016).  
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 June 1st 2011, AEB took over as the main producer of water for the entire island 

(AEB assume hoje: 2011), in a time of a substantial expansion of tourism.  AEB was 

introduced to Boa Vista through the BUCAN group, a consortium from the Canary Islands. 

The group offered the complete package of hotels, water, electricity, sanitation, 

infrastructure, telecommunication and irrigation systems. “With the little experience we had 

from Fuertaventura we developed the island” (Onda Fuertaventura 2017: 3.27 – personal 

translation) Francisco Ufano, the manager of AEB and the BUCAN group said in an 

interview in the conference “AfricaAgua” in Fuertaventura in  November 2017. “We have the 

technology, and I hope this conference can be an opportunity for collaboration across Europe 

to solve the water problems of Africa” (Onda Fuertaventura 2017: 8.27 – personal 

translation).  

 But the story of AEB according to the locals is not as cheerful. With the inauguration 

of AEB the prices of water and electricity went up, and at the same time the quality of water 

went down. After one year, there had already been two manifestations against the company. 

“AEB ai bai. Uma aposta sem futuro” (“AEB, come on, leave. A promise with no future”) 

sounded the signs of angry Cape Verdeans protesting in the streets during an electricity 

blackout in December 2012. According to one of the protesters: “Every five minutes we’re 

without light. It’s not possible that we are to pay more expensive bills and we have no 

electricity. Home appliances break because 

of this and nobody wants to take 

responsibility” (“Blackout na Boa Vista”: 

2012). The quality of the water had also 

changed. In figure 7, a photo from the 

manifestation shows a woman carrying a 

container filled with tap water tainted in 

yellow (“Blackout na Boa Vista”:2012).  

 While there were also major issues 

with the water in the times of Electra, the 

AEB water was according to most of my 

informants much worse. A Boavistense 

woman told me how she quit using tap water 

since AEB took over: “Once I started 

smelling chlorine in shower water, I decided 

to stop drinking water from the tap”. 

Figure 6: (“Blackout na Boa Vista”:2012). 

Figure 4: (“Blackout na Boa 

Vista”:2012). 
Figure 8: (“Blackout na Boa 

Vista”:2012). 
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However, some still claimed that AEB water was only a matter of getting used to. A 

Portuguese woman living in Boa Vista consumed AEB water although she had the means to 

buy bottled water. One of the doctors on the island also said the quality of the water normally 

was good enough for drinking, the problem being its means of transportation. In chapter 4 I 

will elaborate further on the perceptions of the problems with AEB water, and how it is seen 

in relation to imported bottled water.  

  

 

Conclusion 

 

 In this chapter I have shown how water has been a decisive substance through the 

history of Cape Verde and Boa Vista. Water brought slavery to the places it was available, 

and exempted it where it was scarce. This again affected the relations not only to the 

colonizers, but between the Cape Verdeans of the different islands. Scarcity of rain is the 

main reason Cape Verdeans are known to be among the most transnational in the world, 

pushing the islanders to migrate to places with better opportunities of work. The introduction 

of the acacias was a well-intended project with disastrous consequences, making water too 

salty for human consumption as well as draining the groundwater and leaving soil barren and 

dry. The advent of the desalination technology came to the rescue in spite of its persistent 

problems of quality and price. In the next chapter I will show the implications of racial 

categorizations are made relevant within the context that comprises my field of my study. I 

will map out the changes that the new source of water – the desalination plant - has initiated, 

with a focus on the recent constellations of class and race that has made Sal Rei into a 

segregated town.  
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CHAPTER 3: 

THE FIELD 

 

 

It was the Norwegian consulate in Praia that recommended me to travel to the island 

of Boa Vista, and to check out the neighborhood “Bairro de Boa Esperança”. In the Bairro 

people had their own ways of acquiring and distributing water and electricity. It was a 

multicultural neighborhood of working immigrants, only a few minutes’ walk from the town 

center of Sal Rei. From our talk, I was under the impression that this area of workers was 

some kind of anti-state, self-sustained community of Africans where resources were liberally 

shared. It seemed to be the perfect place for an anthropologist, and a place where I could 

easily immerse myself into the daily lives of the people.  

 On my first day in Boa Vista I walked along one of the beach lines looking for the 

neighborhood. I sat down in a beach bar taking in my first impressions of the place writing a 

few field notes on my observations. I started talking with a guy from Guinea Bissau sitting in 

the bar, telling him that I had come to study water. My first impression of him was that he 

was a rather wealthy guy, well-groomed and polished with a fashionable look. As I did not 

know much about the area, I started asking him all kinds of questions about water and after a 

while also about the Bairro. I could feel he was uncomfortable giving a detailed account on 

what I understood were precarious conditions. At one point, I asked him whether he lived in 

the Bairro himself. He instantly looked at me with a serious face when he said that he did, 

and by his reaction I could tell I had revealed something he was not proud in front of the 

people in the bar. He wanted to leave to talk more and invited me to go for a walk on the 

beach. He turned to the bar owner and reminded him of his phone number in case there were 

any job openings and then we left.    

We sat down on the beach just after a few minutes walking, and I noticed a different 

tone in the way he opened up about the conditions in Barraca. He told me how hard it was to 

be an “African” here in Boa Vista, that he was subject to racism with his darker complexion. 

The Boavistenses were unhappy about the “Africans” that had come to work, and the local 

government provided little in terms of basic needs like water, sanitation and electricity. I 

realized the independency of the the Bairro was not a matter of choice but a consequence of 
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their neglect by politicians. We looked back from where we were sitting on the beach.: 

“There you can see the Bairro”. Beyond the tourist apartments at the beach front I could see 

grey haphazardly built block buildings sticking out behind a series of empty apartment 

buildings a few hundred meters down. The contrast was striking, and I decided to find out 

more about how this paradise had become so full of contradictions.  

     

      * 

 

The Bairro is a consequence of the changes brought by the desalination of water and 

the development of tourism. In this chapter I want to give an account of the three new main 

divisions of neighborhoods, that came into being when the new abundance of fresh water was 

made possible. These neigborhoods and their differences are a consequence of old racial 

categories, in particular the antagonism between the badius and sampadjudos. There are, as 

the example from my first day in Boa Vista shows, stigmas related to living in the Bairro. 

From outside they are perceived to be dirty due to their lack of sanitation and unregulated 

water disposal. However, in my experience as a fieldworker I have seen this is not the case. I 

want to show how water and sanitation is distributed between the different neighborhoods, 

and how this system of distribution is based on racist structures. In doing this, I will create 

the context for the forthcoming chapters on the other moral realms of water. 

 

Figure 5:  The Bairro, Casa Para Todos and Vila Cabral 2. 
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Boa Vista today 

  

 Boa Vista is the third biggest island in Cape 

Verde, yet it is still one of the most sparsely populated. 

I have previously written about the scarcity of water 

which has shaped the demography and the daily life of 

the islanders, but in recent years the island has gone 

through some substantial changes due to the advent of 

the desalination technology.   

In 2017, there were registered 16.620 

inhabitants on the island, of which 11.041 lived in the 

biggest town of Sal Rei (Relatorio 2016:159). Tourism 

is the main industry on the island, which is also the 

reason why the majority of the population is 

concentrated on the islands’ capital Sal Rei. The island 

is mostly deserted, but there are a few small towns 

where mostly Boavistenses live. In the “Zona Norte”, which in reality is the eastern zone, 

inhabitants are still relying on agriculture, due to the brackish groundwater that can still be 

drawn from some windmills. Businesses related to tourism, and date and fish export generate 

income for some parts of the population (Stewart, Irwin & Wilson 2013:139).  

 

 

Sanitation 

 

The production of water has enabled demographic growth, but solutions for water 

disposal are yet not sufficiently developed. There are currently no drainage systems for water 

disposal in Boa Vista. Given that the two main urban centers of the island (Sal Rei and Rabil) 

are situated close to sea level, this solution is clearly unsustainable in the long run. Houses 

are built with individual septic tanks, which are emptied by the municipality or privately by 

AEB (L’agence Luxembourgoise 2016:123-9).  

According to a water and sanitation plan done by L’agence Luxembourgoise, 64% of 

the island’s households were registered as having access to sanitary facilities in 2013 

Figure 6: The arid island of Boa Vista. Google (n.d.) 

[Google Maps of Boa Vista, Cape Verde- Screenshot] 

Retrieved March 23. 2018 from: 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Boa+Vista/@16.09

9419,-

22.955513,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x94b25fe6e

90c16f:0x2d7a17a397e16ab3!8m2!3d16.0950108!4d-

22.8078335 
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(2016:105). With the numerous informal houses lacking septic tanks, mainly in the Bairro, 

discrepancies in these numbers are possible. The reasons why the inhabitants of the Bairro 

have been forced to build informal housing and are without basic sanitation, are due to racism 

against badius and Africans, something I will speak of later in this chapter.  

The residual water collected for the dwellers of Boa Vista is dumped in two different 

deserted interior areas of the island. There are two treatment plants for residual water, but 

both are exclusively used by the hotels. Residual water that is sent to these plants, is cleansed 

through various processes so that the remaining water can be dumped into the ocean. In 

interviews with AEB and SDTIMB4 functionaries, I was told the main reason for not creating 

drainage systems that channel residual water directly into the oceans, is because “the tourists 

use the ocean for swimming”. Although there are no current plans to dump contaminated 

water in the ocean, there are future hopes of creating drainage systems leading to treatment 

plants for residual water close to every town in Boa Vista (L’agence Luxembourgoise 

2016:138-173). A more worthwhile use of this dumped water would be channeling it for 

agricultural purposes. However, this is not considered by the hotels.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
4 SDTIMB - Sociedade de Desenvolvimento Turístico das Ilhas de Boa Vista e Maio (Society 

of tourism development in the islands of Boa Vista and Maio): a public institution of 

administration and planning of tourism.  
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”Novos tempos” 

 

  

“Up-and-coming islands 

Mention Cape Verde to the man on the street, and it’s likely you’ll get a blank look in 

response. These islands, about 400 miles off the coast of Senegal, have only recently 

emerged from obscurity. But, in certain circles, they’re creating a real stir. The 10 

isles, one of which is Boa Vista, offer up some knock-out beaches, not to mention 

toasty temperatures all year round. 

(…) 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Tui (n.d.) [Tui website: Boa Vista Holiday - Screenshot ] Retrieved May 6. 2018 from:  

https://www.tui.co.uk/destinations/africa/cape-verde/cape-verde-islands/boa-vista/holidays-boa-vista.html 
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First-class beaches 

The beaches that halo Boa Vista offer up white sands, turquoise waves and Blue Flag 

prestige as standard. And, because Cape Verde is still largely undiscovered, you 

won’t be sharing towel space with hundreds of other people. If you want to swim, be 

sure to pay attention to the beach flag system, as the undercurrents along the coast 

can be dangerous. If the flag is red, stay out of the water, if it’s yellow, take extra 

care, and if it’s green you’re safe for swimming.” 

  (Boa Vista Holidays, n.d.) 

The “novos tempos” (new times) is the way locals from Boa Vista refer to the 

immense transformation brought by tourism. When European tourists arrived in the 90s, 

looking for an exotic destination, the white sand beaches and crystalline waters of Boa Vista 

were immediate attractions. The first hotel was created by a French man, Hotel Dunas, who 

thought of Boa Vista as “the best place to live in the world". Building Hotel Dunas enabled 

Italian and other European investors to visit the island, and shortly after the government 

facilitated buying and selling of land to foreigners (Lobo 2012:216). 

 In 1994 the first substantial investments were made by Italians with the hotel Marine 

Club in the end of what is today called Vila Cabral, and with Hotel Estoril Beach and Village 

de Chaves south of Sal Rei in 1996. The first flux of Italian tourists arrived in 1998, among 

whom many were so inspired by Boa Vista they decided to open their own restaurants, 

hostels and shops to provide for the tourists. To complement, others invested in windsurf and 

diving schools, snack bars, ice cream shops, internet cafés, car and quadbike rentals, artisan 

shops and discotheques during the first decade of investment (ibid.).  

 2002 became the “turning point” in the history of Boa Vista. It was the year of 

investments in the construction of the two first all-inclusive resorts: Riu Karamboa and 

Iberostar. This kind of tourism would make Boa Vista into a new favorite destination for 

tourists looking for an exotic destination for a luxurious beach holiday distanced from the life 

of the locals. With several restaurants, bars, shops, pools, activities, disco and entertainment, 

the all-inclusive package allowed for any tourist to leave their credit card in their home 

country (ibid.:216-7).  
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Sal Rei 

 

“Boavista is an island marked by 

tragedy and struggle” (Stewart, Irwin & 

Wilson 2013:134) starts the Brandt tourist 

guides section about the island today. 

However, the author is not referring to its 

colonial past, but its recent years: “On the 

one hand it is poised to participate, for the 

first time, in international prosperity, 

through mass tourism. On the other it 

seems ready to fall headlong into 

destruction – plundered by the same 

industry and with little to show financially 

as a result.” (Stewart, Irwin & Wilson 

2013:134).  In the context of Boa Vista, 

that in 1990 had 3.452 inhabitants where 

1.522 lived in Sal Rei, the sudden change which created a society, extremely divided by 

class, is what these authors are referring to. Immigrants from other islands and the African 

west coast came to look for work and Europeans came to look for business opportunities and 

the “simple” life in a beach paradise. These two new groups of immigrants came to represent 

the two extremities of class that would characterize the little town. The racist ideology 

inherited from the Portuguese would create a new lower class, of the so called badius and 

other Africans. 

Although the town today hosts a little more than 11.000 people, the differences that 

can be noted walking the mere 15 minutes it takes from either end to the other, are 

remarkable. The town is highly segregated in what I have divided into 3 areas: Vila, Estoril + 

Vila Cabral, and Bairro de Boa Esperança + Bairro da Farinaçao. These 3 areas have come to 

represent three different groups Sal Rei’s society: The Europeans, the 

Boavistenses/sampadjudos and the Africans/badius. A set of social, but completely empty 

housing called “Casa Para Todos”, that I will elaborate on later in this chapter. Additionally 

there are 3 all-inclusive hotels south of Estoril on the Chaves beach. They are however 

Figure 7: Divisions of Sal Rei. Google (n.d) [Google Maps of 

Sal Rei, Cape Verde], Retrieved June 1. 2018 from: 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sal+Rei,+Cape+Verde/@1

6.1779594,-

22.9240645,2211m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x94b3cad68e7

a15d:0x12524f9b574d5060!8m2!3d16.183349!4d-22.9148168 
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situated more than one hour walking distance on a deserted beach, and have little contact 

with the dwellers of Sal Rei.  

These different neighborhoods are not only culturally and socioeconomically 

different. The distribution of water and sanitation is conditioned on racial and class 

distinctions by the decision-makers behind the construction of AEBs water channeling 

systems.  

 

 

Vila  

 

The old city, commonly referred to as the “Vila”, encompasses the old areas and the 

new buildings with proximity to the town plaza. Houses are handed down over generations 

and are therefore rarely up for rent to outsiders.   

Originally the houses were built with cisterns, since rain water historically has been 

collected for human consumption. “Nowadays the people from the Vila don’t want rain 

water. They think it’s unmodern” a woman from Bofareira told me, explaining how many had 

destructed their water reserves because they were old-fashioned. On the island of Boa Vista 

dwellers of Sal Rei feel themselves more metropolitan, whereas the villages outside the urban 

centres of Sal Rei and Rabil have a lifestyle closer to the one brought by tourism. As the 

majority of new houses are built by foreign investors, cisterns are not incorporated into the 

architectural design.  

Figure 8: Typical houses of the Vila in old Sal Rei 
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The big majority of the original houses have channelized water from AEB, whereas 

many houses in the back of the Vila, closer to the township still are dependent on calling 

water cars for a ton-price of 10-12 euros. This is were many of the Cape Verdean work-

immigrants – both sampadjudos and badius – live. Although some have lived in these areas 

for over 10 years, they are still without indoor plumbing water. The ones that have 

channelized water pay prices that vary greatly all over the Vila.  People claim this is because 

of the different resources used to channel water to every house. 2 euros was the cheapest 

price I found in a household in the Vila, which notably also was a whiter Boavistense 

household of high-status. Although I did not gather enough data to assert that the prices in 

themselves could be conditioned by class and race, I found a darker-skinned household in the 

same area paying 8€/ton of water. 

 

 

Vila Cabral and Estoril 

 

 Since the substantial investment by the Italians in the 90s, a significant number of 

new apartments has been built in Sal Rei. The two new areas that comprise most of their 

investments are centered in Vila Cabral and Estoril, placed along Sal Rei’s two beaches. 

They are of a “European” standard, often with air-condition, balconies, big glass windows, 

ocean views, even gardens. The usual 180-220 euros hotel-salary that is paid to Cape 

Verdeans, make the monthly costs of these apartments between 250-500 euros a price only 

richer Cape Verdeans and Europeans can pay. Many are also sold or rented out as holiday 

apartments, which leaves many of these apartments empty for most of the year. 

The Italian community, which make up most of the European living in Sal Rei today, 

is so big many Cape Verdeans working with tourism in Sal Rei speak basic Italian. Italians 

are generally integrated among the locals, albeit often the elite, and give jobs to locals 

through most of Sal Rei’s tourist facilities. They are also among the loudest in voicing Sal 

Rei’s general distaste of the all-inclusive tourism.   

In terms of fresh water, most are directly supplied with water from AEB. An 

infrastructure which has been prioritized by AEB, before poorer and racially darker areas. 

However, some apartment buildings are still not directly supplied with water, and have it 

transported in water cars. What I noted over my time in Sal Rei was that many of these 

apartments that were supplied by this service, paid a lesser price (one place paid 9€/1 ton of 
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water) than the dwellers of the township. The prioritization of water infrastructure and lower 

water prices can arguably be related to class and racial differences, and the morals that 

underpin them. 

Figure 10: Vila Cabral 

Figure 11: House in Estoril with a garden 

Figure 9: Estoril 
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Bairro de Boa Esperança 

 

 Beyond the 5 star tourism of the Chaves beach are the workers of the island, mostly 

living in the township referred to as “Barraca”, “O Bairro” or “O Bairro de Boa Esperanca”. 

It’s an area of informal settlers now hosting the majority of the population in Boa Vista. The 

first house made out scraps of wood and plastic were built by fishermen from Santiago about 

20 years ago. Since then clusters of informal housing has existed various places in Sal Rei, 

and have been moved around following to the orders of the municipality. Today the areas of 

informal housing in the area of Sal Rei are concentrated in the little fisherman village “Bairro 

de Farinação” of about 200 dwellers, and “Bairro de Boa Esperança” of around 8000. What is 

today Bairro de Boa Esperança, was moved beside the salinas in 2002 (Frederico, Sílvia 

2016), the year of major investments in and construction of two immense resorts located 

away from the local life in Sal Rei (Lobo 2007:216). By the salinas, behind the supposedly 

“Casa para todos” (House for everyone), the neighborhood remained out of the sight for the 

future tourists that would visit the town. 

 “Casa para todos” was a program part of a national campaign to relieve poverty. 

However, all of the buildings remain empty, and seemingly has the only function of blocking 

the views of the Bairro. The objective of the campaign was to relocate the dwellers of the 

Bairro, but the strategy of how and when this would actually be done in practice was still 

unsolved when I talked to local politicians. The housing was initially supposed to be free, but 

in recent years decisions have been inclined to charging high rent prices conditioned by one’s 

income.   

My friend Janilson and his wife Angelita from the interiors of Santiago arrived in Boa 

Vista in 1997, the year after the atrocities of cholera killed thousands on their island. Janilson 

explained to me how hard it was to live in Boa Vista for the first years he was there. As a 

badiu, no one wanted to sell him bread and rent him a place stay. The results of this racist 

exclusion from the housing market, there was no other way for the badius and mandjacos 

(ethnic group in Guinea Bissau - term used for Africans from the coast) than to build their 

own houses out of materials that were free and readily available. When construction workers 

and new employees were needed for the tourist industry, migrants from other islands, 

particularly Santiago and others from the African west coast came to Boa Vista for work. 

Other sampadjudo Cape Verdeans, particularily from the island of São Vicente more easily 

found a place to stay in the Vila, whereas migrants from coastal Africa and Santiago were  
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forced to live in the Bairro. The president of Boa Vista through the years of the expansion of 

tourism, Djô Pinto, denigrated the inhabitants of the Bairro. According to several of my 

informants he had openly expressed happiness to see the flooding of the neighborhood: thus 

the badius would “take the boat back to where they came from”. In 2011, Djô Pinto still in 

government, the MpD parliamentary group took responsibility in saying that the Bairro was a 

national shame and a mirror of the governmental politics of tourism (MpD diz: 2011). All the 

same improvements have not been done in the Bairro, and the neighbourhood remains a 

symbol of the racist attitudes and neglect by the local government.  

 

 

Inhabitants 

 

In terms of ethnic background the Bairro probably is the most multicultural 

neighbourhoods of Africans in Cape Verde. The majority of the inhabitants are from Santiago 

Figure 12: The front part of the Bairro besides the empty "Casa Para Todos". I was told by my informants that the four story 

colorful buildings were initially built as Casa Para Todos, but that they now have been sold to the Chinese.  
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and Guinea-Bissau. There is a community of Senegalese, and also migrants from Gambia, 

Nigeria, Guinea, Sierra Leone and Ghana. There are even sampadjudos living in the Bairro, 

but they are an almost inexistent minority.  

What all of the inhabitants of the neighborhood have in common is that they came to 

the island to look for work, and the majority of them are employed in the new hotel industry. 

Every day around 5.15 pm hundreds of Africans in uniform are dropped off in the 

intersection by the Shell station. They all make a right going down the road to the entrance of 

the Bairro. The irony of the poor living conditions in the neighborhood is the fact that the 

majority of the population enabled the luxurious businesses to run through their hard work, 

and paid taxes. Due to the “touristification” of the islands, housing prices have peaked. The 

average monthly 170-250 euros from hotels makes the Bairro the only option for many 

newcomers. But living in the Bairro is also a choice for some families. Averting the high 

prices of rent allowed some money to be remitted to family members in other islands and 

countries. Coming to Boa Vista, family had been left behind and the sodade (longing) for 

their motherland was felt by many.  

 

 

Living in the Bairro 

 

 One of the things that impressed me the most about the dwellers of the Bairro was the 

way that they created their own little town within the town of Sal Rei. The neighborhood had 

its own mini-markets, telephone shops, restaurants, tailors, hair dressers, butchers and even 

bars and discos. The stark contrast from the calamity of the old plaza of Sal Rei, walking 10 

minutes to the main plaza of the Bairro, was an almost incredible change of atmosphere.  

 Within the Bairro there were also contrasts between the people living in the 

“barracas” and the one’s living in houses. The front part of the Bairro were the oldest part of 

the neighborhood. The streets were narrow and the houses were smaller, lacked a concrete 

roof and rarely had septic tanks. This was often the first place newcomers lived in when they 

arrived looking for work. Even in the smallest sheds, their living space was nicely ordered, 

with cloth on their tables and knick-knacks on empty surfaces.  

In the houses that were mostly in the back of the Bairro, some couples made some 

incredibly nice houses. Janilson and Angelita living in the border area between this division,  
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Figure 21: View behind the window-door looking out to the balcony 

Figure 18: Once a house, now a bakery 

Figure 20: Tiles are a symbol of status Figure19: Fully equiped kitchen 
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had worked on upgrading their house since they arrived in the Bairro over 10 years ago. The 

space where they initially lived had now become Janilson’s private bakery, where he made 

everything from fluffy bread buns to beautiful wedding cakes. With time the couple had paid 

to construct a new house on a foundation with a septic tank, and some months before I met 

them they had put a concrete roof. Their living room had two couches, a TV and a cupboard 

with tableware for special occasions. They had a kitchen with a fridge, a big dining table and 

running water in the sink. In their separate spacious bedroom, they had three big armoires, 

and in their bathroom a toilet and a bathtub where they took their bucket showers.  

Another example of a house that impressed me was the house of my friend Mariana 

from Praia, living with her husband and her two kids. They had a 3-storey house in one of the 

nicest streets in the back of the Bairro. What first surprised me was the balcony with glass 

sliding doors on the second floor, and the same luxurious tiles on their floors and in their 

bathroom as the tourist apartment I stayed in for a shorter period. Many preferred living in 

the Bairro. Here they were among equals and avoided the outrageous prices of rent in the 

Vila. With the craftsmanship among the dwellers of the Bairro, people mostly made the best 

out of what they had, and created worthiness in spite of the neglect by the government.  

       

* 

 

What these examples show is that the stigma of the Bairro as a dirty and “uncivilized” 

place is based on a perpetuating of stigmas and racism, as the people of the Bairro create 

spaces that are similar to their critics. Watching and smelling the Bairro from afar, compels 

the Boavistenses and the Europeans classify the people of the Bairro in Douglas’ term, as 

matters of out place, and thus expulsing them as a way to re-establish order (1966). In chapter 

5 I will show how the people of the Bairro obsess over matters of cleanliness, even to the 

point of disinfection. Although the stigma towards the Bairro may be a sign of ignorance, the 

lack of sanitation causes problems in the times of rain. This is an issue I will elaborate further 

on in chapter 6. 

 

 

Water and Electricity 

 

 Owing to the government’s failure to provide water and electricity to the Bairro, the 
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neighborhood has organized its own system of distribution of these basic necessities. Private 

owners of generators sell electricity for a rather high price. The price of a light bulb can be as 

much as 10 euros per month. The average household pays between 30-50 euros for electricity 

every month, depending on the amount of electrical devices that are in use. These prices were 

2-3 times the prices in the Vila.  

 Although there was no communal plumbing in the Bairro, there were several ways to 

buy water, yet for a high price. The most comfortable and practical option for the residents, 

was to own a water tank of 1-2 tons. The households that could afford a concrete roof and the 

money to invest in a tank, kept the tank on the top of their roofs. Keeping it on the roof was 

practical, as it created the pressure needed to have a sink and a shower in their house. It also 

prevented robbery and vandalism that sometimes occurred. The inhabitants with financial 

conditions could pay a local engineer to construct a septic tank and install plumbing with 

plastic tubes. Having well-functioning sink and shower were luxuries I did not observe many 

places in the Bairro.   

The price of a ton was 1200 escudos (12 euros), which for a few could be bargained 

down to 1000 escudos (10 euros). The drivers of the water car had the capacity to fill 2-3 ton-

tanks in their car, and fetched the water in the AEB desalination plant initially created for the 

hotel Riu Karamboa. Here they could buy a ton for approximately 500 escudos (5 euros), 

which they sold to the inhabitants of the Bairro for 1000-1200 escudos (10-12 euros). Selling 

water from one’s tank was a way to make a living. With the fixed price of 50 escudos per 25 

liters, which made a total of 2000 escudos (20 euros) per ton, this was the most expensive 

way to buy water. It was commonly used for emergencies when one had run out of water, 

although many who were working during the opening hours of the public fountain and did 

not own a bigger tank, relied on this expensive way of buying water.  

The cheapest way to get water is from the public fountain by one of the two entrances 

to the Bairro. For 20 escudos (20 eurocents), one could fill a 25-liter container. The ton-price 

of this option was 800 escudos (8 euros), but it required time to wait in a line and the effort to 

carry the heavy weight back to one’s house. Many of the women I spoke to told me about the 

neck and back problems they had from years of carrying water on their head. One woman had 

such issues that she paid the price to get it transported to her door, even though she was 

unemployed. Transporting water was a job done frequently by young boys, running back and 

forth to people’s houses with up to 75 liters in a wheelbarrow. The opening hours of the 

public fountain were between 8 am – 2 pm, a time schedule that restricted access for most of 

the working population. During those hours, the majority were already at work, so the ones  
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Figure  22: Water car 

Figure 24: Water sale on the street Figure 13: Home-made indoor-plumbing 
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that had the opportunity to take advantage of the cheaper prices in the fountain were the 

unemployed and the evening- and night workers.  

 

* 

 

 The people of the Bairro pay the most expensive prices for water on the island. 

Nontheless, they live in the most precarious conditions. These conditions are a sign of the 

neglect by the government, not providing them the basics of water and sanitation. The 

difficult situation is based on the racism that segregated the neighborhood in the first place, 

and is perpetuated in the contemporary Sal Rei. The short opening hours of the fountain and 

its water prices, I argue, is a concrete example of the racist policies that make the living 

conditions difficult of the dwellers of the Bairro.   

  

 

Conclusion 

 

 In this chapter I have given an account the new demography of Sal Rei brought by the 

introduction of the desalination technology. I have showed the distinctiveness of the different 

neighborhoods that are segregated only within minutes of walking-distance, and how water is 

distributed within each area. I have shown how the system of distribution of water and 

sanitation is based on the racist local government, making distinctions between the Bairro 

and high-class dwellers of the Vila, Vila Cabral and Estoril. I have also touched upon the 

complexities behind the stigma of the Bairro. In the next chapter I will analyze the moral 

multivocality of water among the different groups of dwellers that make up Sal Rei today. I 

will show water is a morally entangled substance. Moreover, how different “moral” 

characteristics are ascribed to different types of drinking water, and how they affect 

consumption patterns and practices. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

THE MORAL MULTIVOCALITY OF WATER 

 

 

“Water is probably the only natural resource that has to do 

with all aspects of the human civilization from the agricultural 

and industrial development to the cultural and religious 

values in society. Without water there would be no life.” 

(Figure 25 – own translation) 

 

“Nowadays water pollution is greater than in the past, 

because now there exists many machines, industries, cars.” 

(Figure 25 – own translation) 

 

 A dying tree screaming ”Help!!!”, drops thinking 

”They don’t live without me!” and saying “I have a lot of 

benefits”, “Turn off the tap, don’t loose H20”, “A present from 

nature, take care!” and “STOP”.  These are all extracts from 

an exposition in Boa Vistas high school situated in Sal Rei, 

created in the occasion of the international water day March 

22nd. It gives a peak into the discourse of water and the moral 

principles of consuming water. On various posters there are 

photos of water in rivers and surrounded by green vegetation, 

characteristics which comprise the notion of where the vital 

‘natural’ fresh water emanates from. 

 In this chapter I want to explore the moral 

multivocality of water as a substance. In the first part of the 

chapter I will focus on drinking water. I will show how 

notions of the natural versus the unnatural are important to our 

understanding of what water can do to our bodies. The 

chemical composition carries moral associations and affect 

Figure 14: Poster by high school student, made 

for the occasion of the international water day 

Figure 15: Decorations made by high school 

student, made for the occasion of the 

international water day 

Figure 16: Tree screaming "Help!". Made by 

high school student for the occasion of the 

international water day 
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patterns of consumption. Still, water as is “a ‘life and death matter’ in both literal and 

symbolic terms” (Strang 2004:54), and it is the most essential substance for the human body 

and is inextricably tied to its physical health. I will show how the health concern in regard to 

drinking water is not general, but a matter of socioeconomic class. In the last part I will argue 

that fresh water has become moral as a result of the historical processes I elaborated on in the 

previous chapters. I will show how the morality is still a part of the general discourse and 

habituated in the bodies of present-day Cape Verdeans.  

 

 

PART I  - THE MORALITY OF DRINKING WATER 

 

After numerous introductions and conversations throughout my first couple of months 

in Boa Vista, I had made many acquaintances that knew about my intentions to study water. 

Although I had stressed that I only was an anthropology student, I was considered to be 

somewhat of a local water expert. One evening, after a weekly language meeting between 

Europeans and Cape Verdeans I attended, a Hungarian girl came up to me asking me about 

recommendations on water brands. She asked me whether she should stick to one brand or 

combine different brands in order to give her body some mineral variation. She was curious 

to know which mineral values to look for on the bottle, as she didn’t know what to look for. 

In the supermarket where most Europeans bought their groceries there was a great, but 

confusing variety of brands. I told her I drank Trindade, given that it was the most available, 

cheap and popular brand among Cape Verdeans. She told me she used drink Trindade before 

an incident in the supermarket with an Italian friend. She had picked up a 5-liter container of 

Trindade, when her friend had told her Trindade only was for cooking. Trindade was agua de 

mesa, table water, and did not contain the natural minerals found in agua de nascente, spring 

water. Trindade was unnatural water, ocean water that had been desalinated through reverse 

osmosis, mixed with natural water. It was not good for you over time, as it was not purely 

natural water, but “polluted” with artificial, unnatural water.  

In this part of the chapter I want to show how the natural or unnatural are important 

conceptual categorizations in the classification of drinking water in Sal Rei. Natural 

translates as “pure and good”, and unnatural as “pollution and bad”. These are not mere 

classifications, but the mineral compositions of these two characteristics and metaphorically 

understood in moral terms.  
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Natural water is however a relatively new invention in Boa Vista. Evidently, the 

island has received rain in order for civilization to survive, but it wasn’t until the advent of 

the unnatural desalinated water, that the distinction between natural and unnatural water 

became relevant. Water was in other words always naturally present in Boa Vista’s natural 

environment, but until man-made machines and chemicals started to interfere with water, it 

was irrelevant to distinguish between natural or unnatural water. After the reforestation 

project that made ground water too salty for human consumption, the islands inhabitants are 

now consuming new types of water for drinking: water from the local desalination plant or 

imported bottled water from the island of Santiago and abroad.  

 Before showing the implications of these different categorization by use of 

ethnographic examples, I want to elaborate on the anthropologically contested nature/culture 

dichotomy (Descola & Pálsson 1996), and how they have been influential terms to classify 

notions and matters.  

 

 

Nature/culture  

  

Looking at how the inhabitants of Sal Rei differentiate between types of water, it 

becomes clear that it culturally is being ascribed different meanings and values. This is 

especially so in the case of drinking water. The conceptual categories of  ”nature” and 

”culture” are inevitable tools to assess how drinking water is ascribed being placed within 

these people’s systems of classifications. The nature-culture dichotomy has been used as an 

analytical device to understand social and cultural life for decades (Descola & Pálsson 

1996:2), and is built on a notion by Lévi-Strauss that all cultures classify their life world in 

terms of nature and culture (Eriksen 2010:54).  To examine the classification of drinking 

water, I will use this distinction between “the operation of nature and the operation of 

culture” (Ortner 1974:73), not as static categorizations, but as continuums as Strathern 

suggests:  

 

“things can be ‘more or less natural’, there are ‘lower’ and ‘higher’ degrees of what is 

cultural (civilization). We may think of a process. Nature can become culture – a wild 

environment is tamed; a child is socialized; the individual as a natural entity learns 

rules.” (Strathern 1980:180) 
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Naturalism, the philosophical idea that “only natural (as opposed to supernatural or 

spiritual) laws and forces operate in the world” (Naturalism 2003), has dominated western 

cosmologies since Plato and Aristotle (Descola 1996:88). In the biblical world view, nature is 

God’s implanted order in the world, wherein nature follow the commands imposed by God. 

In other worlds, Nature is God, thus everything natural is God-given (Yanagisako & Delaney 

1995:3). When the early scientists Copernicus and Galileo studied the laws of nature, they 

assumed they were discovering God. With Darwin’s evolution theory the power behind these 

laws were given to Nature itself, and thereupon God’ order of Creation became naturalized 

(Yanagisako & Delaney 1995:3-5). The “natural” explanation of things is now equivalent to 

“common sense” (Descola 1996:88), and hereby everything “natural” is intrinsically the 

“ways things are supposed to be”. 

 According to Seeland (1997) nature in western society is nowadays conceptually 

constructed as something separate from humans, their culture, and their man-made 

environments. It has to be cared for deliberately, for its immaculate character not to wither 

(Seeland 1997:1). In poetry, the construction of nature is romantic: a paradise and pristine 

wilderness that should be appreciated in its purest and most untouched form. It is a resource 

of the highest God-given value, and notwithstanding its fragility it is available to humans as a 

natural right (Babich 1995:263-4). The opposite to “nature” is culture, or non-nature: human 

intervention, science, technology, art and every product created by humans (Babich 

1995:263).  

These types of dichotomies are however not as static as they are perceived, and 

coincides with the conception of the great divide between “us” and “them” (Melhuus 

2000:235). Rationalists have argued that “with all our polyester and even with our many 

varieties of chemical and nuclear wastes are nothing apart from nature, and thus we are – 

polyester, wastes, and all – as “natural” as anything that may be found on earth” (Babich 

1995:264). Although rethinking this dualism has been on the anthropological agenda for long 

(Descola & Palsson 1992), I will use the romantic disjunction of nature and non-nature as 

emic concepts that are meaningful in the way drinking water is classified in Sal Rei.  
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Natural, ”good” water 

 

Sophie A.: How would you describe pure water? 

Maria: Oh…pure water…When you say pure water, what I think about is like, a 

natural.. not a stream, but like a natural lake in the mountains. That’s what I 

think about pure water. Actually, I think that pure water doesn’t exist as much 

on the earth anymore, because there is just too much human intervention in 

everything everywhere. So I don’t think we have a lot of pure water left. But I 

do think that the earth is divine in a way that we do have places where its 

naturally filtered, and therefore during that filtered after it rains and the water 

goes through for example a long stream with rocks and mountain and it filters 

though the earth and dirt. And then the dirt of it comes out and suddenly you 

have very clean pure water. That’s what I think pure water is.  

 

      (Maria, England, living in Vila Cabral) 

 

 The example above illustrates how pure water coincides with natural water. Purity, 

the highest moral value (Douglas 1966:33), characterizes a water flowing through a stream, 

passing by vegetation and rocks, in what is perceived to be nature. Flowing through nature, 

gives it its natural and good character. Maria even mentions that pure water “filters through 

the earth and dirt”. Although dirt is generally coincided with pollution and immoral 

(Douglas 1966), the dirt is natural, a characteristic so holy that allows the dirt to purify rather 

than pollute. The filtration through nature, works as a baptism, transforming water into 

natural water, giving it the natural characteristics that incorporates it into holy kingdom of 

nature. 

As seen on the bottle the natural source of this bottled water is clearly markeded as 

being from a spring with saturated bright colours, naturally filtrated as Maria emphazised, by 

way of running in “a long stream with rocks and mountain and it filters though the earth and 

dirt. And then the dirt of it comes out and suddenly you have very clean pure water”. 

Marketing the water in this matter persuades the buyer through ethos by appealing to the 
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credibility of the “natural” quality of the product. The 

producer of the water has made sure to state the water’s 

place of origin, “Serra de Caramulo” or “The Ridge of 

Caramulo” in Portugal, which in the context of the arid 

environment of Boa Vista, is an has become an exotic 

European product for the customers to buy.  

Trindade, the most popular water in Cape Verde, 

gains a lot of its credibility by claiming to be from the 

“natural” sources of the river Trindade in Santiago, Cape 

Verde. According to the German water bran Gerolsteiner 

table water “needn’t be of natural origin. It is a mixture of 

drinking water and/or mineral water and saltwater, and can 

contain added minerals and carbonic acid.” (Table Water 

2017). According to this definition Trindade is mix of water 

from a natural source and desalinated saltwater. By 

marketing the water as being “Agua da minha raiz”, “Water 

from my root/motherland” the water is assumed to be water 

from the Trindade river, and not unnatural desalinated 

water, which is associated with the at times dangerous water 

they can have in the tap.  

 

 

Unnatural, “bad” water 

 

Sophie A.: So, water from the wells are better than ocean water? 

Janilson: Yes, I think it’s much better, yes. 

Sophie A.: Why is it better than ocean water?  

Janilson: I think so, because ocean water is a water that was transformed, in a different 

way. It is a water that used to be salty and now is a sweet water5. Because, to 

become sweet they put a lot of chemical products in that type of water, for that 

                                                      
5 The English translation of the Portuguese word ”Água doce” is “Fresh water”. I chose to 

write “sweet water”, because the adjective “sweet” is often used as a way of describing its 

taste.  

Figure 18: "Natural" spring water 

Figure 17: Trindade ”water from my 

root/motherland” 
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type of water to become sweet. Spring water is already a water that comes out 

sweet. It is better. It is better. (…) 

Sophie A.: What are the chemicals they put in the water? 

Janilson: That, I don’t know, but there are a lot. There are a lot! A lot of chemical  

  products! I for example saw these big plastic containers that comes with a lot 

  of chemicals that they put in the water. A lot, but I don’t know these  

  chemicals, what their function is. I only drink the water. I can feel the water 

  being pure, but how they do it I don’t know.  

 

             (Janilson, Santiago, living in the Bairro) 

 

 The extract above with my friend Janilson illustrates the general doubt of the process 

of desalination among the majority of population in Sal Rei. To everyone I spoke with on the 

island, desalinated water was without any exception unnatural. Even though the technology 

of desalination arrived as a miracle to the inhabitants of the island, the quality of the water 

coming from the desalination plants have been readily contested, as I explained in chapter 2. 

The process of desalination is generally distrusted, and often with good reason, since the 

water producers previously has delivered colored water with a strong taste of chemicals. In 

addition to the noticeable differences in quality, the transformational aspect of the water, and 

the idea that chemicals had somehow transformed the water miraculously into something 

unrecognizable was scary to most. Anything “chemical” equaled “toxic”, and contained 

liquid solutions that were so potent they could transform salt water into fresh water. This 

new, industrial water came from machines, not nature, and the natural qualities that the water 

once had were now tarnished forever.  

 

Laura: They say, I never saw it but..They say that the water from AEB go through 

   various transformations. It’s extracted from the ocean, and they do this, how 

  is it called, distillation or something. And then afterwards it is sweet. Spring

   water is already sweet. Because water from AEB has a lot of chemicals. 

   Spring water is natural water.  

 

(Laura, Santiago, living in the Bairro)   
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Maria: Because that water has a lot of fluoride, things like that. So it’s 

(England, chemicalized, its treated, processed. Of course that means that you are 

Vila Cabral) consuming chemicals that you probably wouldn’t if you were just drinking 

natural spring water. In that sense I understand that bottled water would 

probably be better.  

 

Bottled water was generally trusted among the 

dwellers of Boa Vista. To the majority of the population 

bottled water was such a privilege that the origin and quality 

of the different brands was insignificant. However, to the 

more distinguished consumers of water, primarily the 

Europeans, the process of purification played a major role. 

There was a general consensus, even for the least frequent 

consumers, that BonAgua was the least favorite brand. Most 

would argue that the feeling of drinking BonAgua was not as 

pleasant, in addition to its “un-sweet” taste. I often heard the 

Italians complaining that BonAgua was “non-Agua”, because 

it didn’t have a PH-value written on the bottle. This was an 

indication that the CocaCola company was hiding something 

vital from its consumers. Some also were informed that the 

BonAgua water was desalinated ocean water, with artificial 

minerals added to the water.  

 

 

Morality of drinking water as a matter of socioeconomic class 

 

Before going to Cape Verde I visited a vaccination doctor to make sure I was prepared 

for the 7 months I had ahead of me. I recall her final procedural words being: “…and you 

know that you should not eat raw vegetables washed in tap water and you must of course 

always drink bottled water”. Knowing not to consume tap water had today become common 

sensical for Europeans travelling to exotic warm destinations. Tap water is poisonous, 

whereas bottled water is replenishing.  

Figure 31: The ingredient list of BonAgua 

which is critized by the Italian population 

Figure 19: BonAgua ”High quality table 

water” 
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Which water you were drinking in Sal Rei indicated your socioeconomic class. 

Desalinated water from AEB was the ultimate ‘bad’ water, notorious for its potential to make 

people sick. Consuming it was a sign of poverty. Bottled water on the other hand, was health-

bringing “water”, consumed by “privileged bodies” that could pay its high price. Drinking 

water had the potential to harm or help the human body, and was determined by 

socioecnomic class.  

I have until now showed how notions of the natural and unnatural are important to 

the general understanding of what characterizes the ‘good’ and the ‘bad’ drinking water. 

However, the mineral and microbiological composition of different types of drinking water is 

not only symbolically relevant, but has physical implications to the health of the population. I 

now want to show how distinctions between the ‘good’ and the ‘bad’ are more nuanced 

within different socioeconomic classes in Sal Rei, and which different health implications are 

at stake. To exemplify the contrast, I will elaborate on the two extremities of class: the 

Europeans and the people of the Bairro.   

 

 

Europeans:  

The morality of minerals and chemicals, the natural an unnatural 

 

For the Europeans, drinking bottled water was a matter of course. Yet, not all bottled 

water was perceived to be good for the human body. The potential of bottled water to do 

good things to one’s health, was measured by its natural character and mineral values, found 

on the back of the bottle. The reason why these mineral values were so important to the 

Europeans was the potential they were perceived to have on the bodies of the consumer. The 

fact of being bottled was not a sign of quality: sufficient minerals in the water was 

imperative. 

Water from nature, “created by God”, contained the minerals that could do good 

things to people’s health. Natural minerals were understood to be better than minerals created 

by machines. They were more authentic, pure, clean, good, whereas minerals created by 

machines had no soul and were only programmed to do good things. Natural water was 

nature’s own way of taking take and giving life to all natural beings. The “organic” character 

of natural water, with its pure and inherent minerals, fit perfectly in the human body and 
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enhanced its health. This was however not the case of desalinated bottled water, which was 

perceived as ‘bad’, just because it was unnatural. No matter how many minerals that where 

added, machines could never copy the “original” from nature. Desalinated bottled water had 

lost everything “good” and “godly” about its character, and created imbalance in the body 

instead of enhancing its health.  

The Hungarian girl asking me for advice was examining these values even though she 

didn’t know what exactly to look for. Just the fact of having these values on a bottle was 

experienced as a safety, thinking that the producer would not have put something outrageous 

on the tag of their product. The case of the bottle of BonAgua, that lacked a PH-value, made 

BonAgua a subject to widespread suspicion in the Italian community. To have this mineral 

value written on the bottle was so important, the term “non-Agua” was being used for the 

brand.. In other words, mineral values on the bottle gave the bottle a symbolic capital (cf. 

Bordieu 1979), allowing the consumer to assume the values were well thought out. These 

values could not be distinguished by taste or through any bodily sensation. The power of 

marketing, more than a physical experience, made the consumers perceive the natural and 

mineralized water was doing good things to their bodies, and the unnatural and unmineralized 

water doing bad things.  

 

 

“Good” and “bad” purification machines 

 

Although all bottled water had been “touched” by the machines of human culture and 

purified to some degree, there were “good” and “bad” machines that could polish or 

essentially transform the water:  

 

Maria: But I think that, like, that it depends on the machine. Cause as long as they are 

(England, not adding kind of chemicals, lots of chemicals, which I don’t think you could 

Vila Cabral) do if you are bottling water. Like, if it’s just a filtration machine, or something

  like that, then I don’t see...I don’t think that would be a bad thing. 

Sophie A.: What kind of machine would be a bad machine? 

Maria: I think it would probably be the type where you are using chemicals like 

fluoride. (…) I’m pretty sure there are a lot of other things that are bad for 

you in the water. But that’s the one that comes mind. I’m pretty sure that 
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there’s a lot of chemicals that can be used to purify water that maybe we 

shouldn’t be consuming. So, as long as they’re not using those, then…yeah, 

then I think it’s ok. It’s kind of like sticking to that same idea that I have in my 

mind for some reason. It’s sticking to the same idea that I have of this 

filtration system through nature, like these layered rocks, and layered… like in 

the filter for the jug that I was talking about. Like the balls layered on top of 

each other kind of draining out these things that you maybe can’t see yourself. 

I think nature does that in its own way, and has even before we existed, to 

have clean or pure water. So that same process imitated in some way by a 

machine I don’t think that that’s such a bad thing. 

 

 The deconstructive and reconstructive image of the desalination process was 

generally feared and the water coming out on the other end was artificial and “dead”. Natural 

water, on the other hand, was alive and had acquired its complex mineral composition 

through the many travels it had done between rocks and though soil. By assimilating nature’s 

archetypal way of filtration with the use of layers of tiny balls on top of each other, the 

filtration method used for spring water gently separated dirt from water in order to conserve 

its naturalness. 

 

 

The Bairro:  

Water as a matter of health and sickness 

 

Janilson: When you drink this water (bottled water) you feel the organism working  

(Santiago, differently. Lighter, softer, placidly. But when you drink this one here (tap 

The Bairro)  water), if you are not used to this type of water, when you drink it you can 

   already start feeling the body working differently. Normally you start feeling

  a bit of diarrhea, sometimes in the stomach as well. Like that. But this one  

  (bottled water), already when you start drinking it you feel serene.  

 

 To drink water in the Bairro was primarily a matter of health or sickness. Desalinated 

water from AEB was the main source of drinking water for the inhabitants of the Bairro. One 

of the big issues with this water was its means of transportation, being distributed through 
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pipes and loaded between water tanks. This process was claimed to be contaminate the water 

and was therefore generally not trusted. In this context, bottled water was more than anything 

else an alternative and safe drinking water resource. The water had been bottled in a safe and 

controlled environment and protected from invisible intruders. The feeling and taste of 

bottled water was persuasive to the consumers. As Janilson explained, the sensation of 

lightness, softness and placidity were all-embracing to the body, and encouraged you to drink 

more.  

 AEB water, on the other hand, could be the cause of the sickness itself. It could 

contain dangerous invisible substances that would do one harm and cause diarrhea and vomit. 

In those cases, the body cleansed itself using corporal vital water to excrete the matter which 

was out of place. Corporal water is so vital that: “even at 10% loss of body fluid, the patient 

will show signs of confusion, distress and hallucinations and at 20% death will occur” 

(Astrup 1993:156). In cases where drinking contaminated water caused vomit and diarea, the 

most important medicine was drinking safe, uncontaminated water, which in practice turned 

out to be bottled water. Drinking water could thus be both the source and the medicine to 

sickness.  

Not everyone in Sal Rei had the economical capacity to drink bottled water in the 

everyday life. For many, it was only in extraordinary times they drank bottled water. One of 

my friends from the Bairro was pregnant throughout my fieldwork, and explained how she 

had decided with her partner that they would further tighten their budget in order for her to 

drink bottled water during her months of pregnancy. Another friend of mine was unlucky to 

be hit by a car, and was taken to hospital. When I visited her, the husband had brought her 

bottled water, in order to ensure her to get well as fast as possible.  

 

Janilson: It is necessary that everyone drink this water (bottled water), but life 

(Santiago, circumstances don’t permit it. People that work as functionaries, people that 

The Bairro) work… that have a life like that… manages to drink this water normally. But

  those that don’t work, that live of a tiny monthly salary, they don’t have a lot

  of money, so they don’t manage to drink this water because the money doesn’t

  allow them to. But always when you are hospitalized, when you are sick like

  that, it’s necessary that you drink this water. It’s always been. But then,  

  when you are in hospital, nobody will give you this water in hospital, no! Buy

  yourself a bottle of water and bring it to hospital. Us poor people, us Cape 

Verdeans, we only drink this bottle if we are sick. (…) We drink this water, 
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 but when we arrive home and start feeling better then we start drinking our

 water again. Hahaha. 

 

 

Rituals of purification 

 

In the Bairro the inhabitants had their own practices of making AEB water drinkable. 

Health workers advised people in Boa Vista living in precarious living situations to either 

boil or add household bleach to their water. Yet, I never met anyone that boiled their water 

before consumption throughout my time in Cape Verde. The common way of disinfecting 

water was with the help of bleach. It was a simple and time-saving method to sterilize water 

and would kill all the microorganisms that could make one sick. Bleach was a product 

brought by modernity, manufactured by scientists and advised to use by the delegation of 

healthcare. The taste of bleach in water was the taste of modern science and safety: 

 

Janilson: When a person asks for a glass of water to drink, he can taste it. That little 

(Santiago,  taste of bleach…sometimes a little smell of bleach. Already, when he can feel 

The Bairro) the taste of bleach he says something like this: “this water is good, it’s 

  disinfected”. Then, whatever person can drink, drink in a normal way, 

  because he says that this water is disinfected with a bit of bleach, it’s very 

  good. 

 

To the people bleaching their own drinking water the taste of bleach was a sign of 

safety, but to the rest of the population, especially to the Europeans, it was a sign of danger. 

Most Europeans knew that chlorine was used for purification of bottled water. However, if it 

was tastable, the chlorine was a source of chemical contamination.  

Although it was associated with safety for some, the aroma of chlorine also generally 

perceived as unpleasant. The ones that were forced to bleach their own water, the taste 

discouraged them to drink sufficiently. Wherever I went in my fieldwork I always carried a 

bottle of water around and people often commented “Oh Sophie, you are so good at staying 

hydrated”, and explained that if they had the money to buy bottled water they would drink 

more. Some often preferred adding a sugary juice-flavor to the water, in order to hide its 

unpleasant taste. People that had experience drinking tap water described the sensation of 
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corporeal restraint while drinking it: it was unpleasantly filling and left you without energy. 

Bottled water, on the other hand, was sweet and made you feel light. It gave you energy and 

the will to drink. In that sense, the health benefits and disadvantages of drinking enough or 

too little water was determined by economic conditions mediated by taste and drinking-

sensations.  

 

 

PART II – THE MORAL ENTANGLEMENT OF WATER  

 

 On March 22nd, the international water day, there were several events organized in Sal 

Reis different institutions. In the kindergarden, “water” as a topic for the regular syllabus, 

was again repeated. After lunch, I visited the high school in Sal Rei, which had organized 

activities and an exhibition the whole week. The students had written poems and small texts 

about water, which were hanging on the walls and dangling from some braches they had 

gathered in a bucket on the ground. Along one of the walls, old pots that traditionally had 

been used to fetch water. One of the teachers are guiding me around the exhibition: 

 

Teacher: Earlier today we taught our students how things were before, so they  

  understand the value of water. These pots here were used to keep the water 

  fresh. Old wine pots were recycled and used to carry water. Here they took 

  what they could get. Those were hard times, and one sometimes had to walk 

  far to fetch water. But these things still happened in Cape Verde. I am from 

  Santo Antão, and in many parts of my island people have to walk really far to

   fetch water. It’s a huge problem that people don’t think about their water  

  consumption, and that they are not conscious of the value of water. People 

   have to learn how to save water. Still there is not that kind of consciousness.

   For example, people have to learn how to reuse water. The water they use to 

  wash clothes they can water plants with or put in the toilet. 

 

Another teacher emphasized the importance of raising awareness of the value of water: 

 

Teacher: Yes, here in Boa Vista there are so many without this consciousness to save 

   water. For example, they leave the tap open when they brush their teeth! 
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 Every year we have these activities to try to change the way the young are 

thinking. Our goal is to teach the future generation and give them good habits. 

Then let’s hope they learn something from these activities.   

 

After class, the teachers had organized some events for the occasion, to raise awareness 

of the diminishing water resources in the worlds. A big sound system is installed outside the 

teachers’ office, and loud music is playing outside the teachers’ office, and students are 

gathering after class. The teacher from Santo Antao starts a quiz, were the right answers are 

awarded with candy.  

 

Teacher:  How much fresh water covers the surface of the planet? 

Student 1: 3%! 

Teacher: How much of that is available for human consumption? 

Student 2: Less than 1%! 

 

The game goes on and I decide to ask some of the students standing around what they think 

about the topic of the day. 

 

Sophie A.: Do you think this day is important? 

Student 3: Yes, because water is important for all life. Nothing can exist without water. 

Student 4: Yes, because the human body contains 60% water and water is the  most  

  valuable thing we have.  

Sophie A.: But do you think people don’t save enough water? 

Student 4: No! No! They don’t! 

Student 3: No! We ruin the water tubes and water gets lost on the ground.  

Sophie A.: Do you save enough water? 

Student 3: No, I like to take long showers and leave the tap running.  

 

Given the macabre history of droughts that has shaped Boa Vista and the 

other Cape Verdean islands, the attention to the diminishing fresh water reserves on the 

planet may seem pertinent. Since desalination of water made fresh water more accessible in 

terms quantity and distribution, water consumption habits among the local population have 

changed. Saving the ever-diminishing fresh water on the planet is an issue high up on the 

international agenda, which comes to show in the general moral discourse of the event.  
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 The irony, however, is that the natural fresh water reserves already have almost 

completely diminished in Boa Vista, and the fresh water that is being used is produced using 

the ample ocean water surrounding the island. The discourse of saving the scarce fresh water 

reserves is by some means misplaced in the context of Boa Vista. Water supply is a matter of 

supply and demand, and the only impediments to having abundant fresh water are machines, 

fossil fuel and money. Nonetheless, saving water is a highly moral action.  

 To make my point clear, I want to compare it to electricity. Electricity is another 

resource produced by machines, run on the same fuel and enabled with sufficient capital, 

regulated by supply and demand. Desalinated water and electricity are similar commodities. 

They have both only recently come to Boa Vista, and provided the possibility of a ‘modern’ 

way of life. However, they have a different value. A value that makes one more morally 

spendable than the other. 

 

 

Electricity in a Cape Verdean home 

 

 The sound of the Bairro is the bumping funana beats, the popular music genre of the 

island of Santiago. Although it’s day time, the noise of a generator is running in the back to 

keep the music on. Meanwhile, in most other houses, the electricity is off. In the Bairro, the 

electricity is distributed by privately owned generators. Between the owners of the generators 

there is a policy that the lights are on between 5 pm and 12 pm. To most people the restricted 

access to electricity is experienced as problematic: “We can’t watch TV when we need it. The 

food goes bad faster in the freezer, as it defrosts every day.”  

 TV is generally on in every Cape Verdean home throughout the day. Some keep it on 

to be entertained, some to not feel lonely, and some keep it on all day if possible to scare 

thieves from robbing the house when out. In the Bairro, the sound of 5 o’clock is the sound of 

dozens of TVs turning on at the same time. “Luz!”(“light!”) one sometimes can hear people 

scream. It was time to watch TV again. As many of my informants did not have the 

possibility to meet me in their working hours, the evenings were the time I made most of my 

visits to Cape Verdean homes.  After only a few visits I understood the excitement about the 

TV, so I often made sure to make all my important questions when I had their full attention. 

At the same time, the TV was a comfortable companion that could start many conversations. 
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Occupying so many hour of the day, the TV also became an important source of information 

for me as a fieldworker, where I could grasp discourses on different topics.  

 

* 

 

 Electricity was the means to live a modern lifestyle. In the Bairro every household I 

visited had lights, telephones and a TV. Most of the households, at least the better off, owned 

a fridge which was the most energy consuming, and smaller appliances such as tablets. 

Electricity was seldom economized, although the monthly expenses made out a substantial 

part of the monthly pay. Sometimes the TV and music was on at the same time, with the 

lightbulbs being lit when the daylight still could light up the room.  

Although electricity only was available 7 hours a day, the monthly expenses of 

electricity the Bairro ranged between 30-60 euros. The monthly cost of a light bulb was 

almost the same price as a ton of water – 10 euros. Normally a family used between 1-3 tons 

of water per month. Thus, water expenses ranged from 12-36 euros, depending on the size of 

the family and their consumption habits. In the Vila, getting 24h electricity from AEB, 

electricity bills were normally around 30 euros for the average family, 50 euros if they also 

had a washing machine and an air-conditioner. For some families paying as little as 2 euros 

per ton of water, the monthly water expenses were miniscule in comparison with the monthly 

costs of electricity.  

 

 

The moral entanglement of water 

 

 The reason why all of this is interesting is because of how electricity is perceived and 

managed differently to water. They are both pure commodities, produced by machines, 

dependent on fossil fuel, and regulated according to supply and demand, but one is spent 

carefully because it is morally entangled to its past.  

Entanglement is a concept used by anthropologist, such as Nicholas Thomas (1991), 

to talk of how things are interconnected: how there is no clear separation between class, 

economy, history and matters. Tim Ingold has later described entanglement as “not a network 

of connections but a meshwork of interwoven lines of growth and movement” (2010:3): 

“…every organism - indeed, every thing -  is itself an entanglement, a tissue of knots whose 
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constituent strands, as they become tied up with other strands, in other bundles, make up the 

meshwork.” (2008:1806). In my case, fresh water is entangled in a sociohistorical meshwork, 

where it used to be a matter of life and death. Where wasting water was a moral sin, due to its 

vitality, and at the same time scarcity. Under new conditions where desalination gives almost 

infinite possibilities of creating fresh water, fresh water remains within the same 

sociohistorical meshwork. As Dussart and Poirier (2017:5-6) points out: “Whatever is 

entangled, in a given place and time (context), cannot easily be undone.” 

To illustrate my point of the moral entanglement of water I want to compare it with 

electricity, which is made under the same circumstances: fabricated by machines that run on 

fossil fuels. A friend in Mindelo told me her neighbor bathed her kid in a basin and did not 

make use of her washing machine, all this to save water. Even though she had the resources 

to buy all the water she wanted, she chose to use it very carefully. Electricity, on the other 

hand, she used abundantly, even on air-conditioning. What this shows is that there is 

something more than the price that affects the consumption patterns of Cape Verdeans. Water 

and electricity are both commodities whose availability is conditioned by supply and demand. 

The difference is that water carries a moral value that the electricity doesn’t have. Cape 

Verdean are habituated (cf. Bordieu 1972) within determined sociohistorical consumption 

patterns, where using abundances of water were a moral sin.  

People will still try to save electricity, because of its expensive price. However, I 

never heard anyone talking about the importance of saving electricity. I heard many people 

talking about the value of water, but never the value of electricity. They are both produced 

with the use of petroleum, but have a different moral value. Fresh water is produced, like 

electricity and is only dependent on the desalination plant, its technology and the access to 

petroleum. One is no longer dependent on weather conditions to have water, but capital. In 

chapter 6 I will use the counterpart to entanglement, “disentanglement”, to touch upon how 

water can be disentangled from environmental and sanitary problems. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I have looked at water at the many ways drinking water is classified in 

Sal Rei, and how it affects patterns of consumption. I have assessed how the conceptual 

categories of the natural and unnatural are especially meaningful to the value of the water, 
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symbolically and physically. I have looked at how the moral character of water is expressed 

in the health concerns related to drinking water, which vary between the different 

socioeconomic classes in Sal Rei. In the last of the chapter I have shown how wasteful water 

consumption is a moral sin, not because of the material conditions, but because of the past 

which is still habituated in people’s bodies. In the next chapter I want to assess how the 

saving-water mentality has affecting cleaning practices. I will look further at the underlying 

perceptions of cleanliness, which producing the compulsion to sterilize one’s surroundings.  
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CHAPTER 5: 

PERCEPTIONS AND PRACTICES OF CLEANLINESS 

 

 

Staying in the house of Marina, I was quickly taught to save water while taking a 

shower and every time I flushed the toilet. After a few days I was also reminded of the 

importance of putting down the toilet lid every time I had used the toilet. She demonstrated 

with the use of her fingers how invisible microbes came out from the toilet, crawled across 

the walls:  

 

Marina: “Microbes, they spread out from the toilet lid when you don’t close it. They 

(Sal Rei) come out, crawl across the walls and onto your things, like your tooth brush

   for example. That’s why I always keep my toothbrush in my room. I know my 

  sons forget to close the lid sometimes, that’s why I have it there just to be sure. 

  I always thought to myself, why did they create that lid, because it must be for 

  a reason right? I figured that’s why they have a lid on top of the toilet, to  

  protect the surroundings from the microbes in the toilet. So that’s why I  

  always close it.”  

 

Microbes were without a doubt an issue most Cape Verdeans were concerned with regardless 

of one’s socioeconomic conditions. The fear of microbes urged the use of bleach to clean 

everything from surfaces in the house, dishes, clothes, to even fruits and vegetables and the 

water in people’s personal water tank. Every surface one could possibly be in contact with 

throughout one’s day, was a possible place for microorganisms to reside. Bleach had the 

power to kill these microorganisms, and was therefore frequently used along with water.  

In the previous chapter I examined how water is perceived and categorized differently 

between different groups within the town of Sal Rei. I have looked at concrete and symbolic 

differences between different kinds of drinking water consumed by the body, and the 

concrete and symbolic health consequences they entail. I finally showed how water has 

become a moral substance as a consequence of the local history and the global discourses of 

diminishing fresh water reserves. In this chapter I want to look at how water is used outside 
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the body through cleaning practices.  

Cleaning and washing makes up the major area of utilization of water in most Cape 

Verdean households, but is used in different ways and volumes across different 

socioeconomic classes. I have previously showed the asymmetry in water distribution and 

prices, its inherent moral character, and I now want to assess the impact of these inequalities 

and this on cleaning practices. In my presentation of data from my field I want to analyze 

some of the components that construct perceptions and practices of cleanliness in an 

environment of scarce water resources.  

Water is arguably the symbol of cleanliness and morality itself, able to wash away any 

sin.  Although water carries moral overtones and is essential for cleaning, I will show how 

household bleach in some cases, is even more moral and essential to cleaning. Household 

bleach is consumed in significant volume, especially among the poorer inhabitants of the 

Bairro. In order to understand how water in some cases is substituted by bleach, we have to 

look closer into why this product became so popular in the first place. Following this is a 

perception of microorganisms that has resulted in a deep- seated fear of their physical 

contagion through air, liquid and touch. I will show how cleanliness is intrinsically connected 

to notions of health, and more than dirt-avoidance is sickness-avoidance in a symbolic and 

concrete manner. I will also draw upon some ideas from the anthropology of materiality.  

 

 

Earlier anthropology on cleanliness 

 

According to Douglas (1966), cleanliness and dirt as structuring components in our 

systems of classification becomes important in the social interaction, as it affects the 

judgements people have about each other. In the introduction I gave an account of Douglas’ 

theories on the matter out of place. Dirt is “a matter of aesthetics, hygiene or etiquette, which 

only becomes grave in so far as it may create social embarrassment. The sanctions are social 

sanctions, contempt, ostracism, gossip, perhaps even police action.” (Douglas 1966:74).  

Dirt is not just what we visually consider esthetically improper, it is also strongly 

perceived through smell. The olfactory system, unlike other emotions, trigger immediate 

positive or negative emotions, associated with safety and danger, fear or pleasure (Murphy 

2013:246). Whereas vision creates distance between the viewer and the object, smell 

penetrates the body and is likely to evoke a strong affect (Porteous 2006:91). Experiences of 
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cleanliness are thus not just a matter of esthetics, but the smell that evokes an emotion of 

cleanliness is even more important. You can have a clean-looking room, but if it smells bad, 

you know there is something dirty hiding.  

Though cleanliness and dirt are structuring principles to the way we act, what is 

considered clean and what is considered dirty is not something universally agreed upon. An 

example of this is how my Cape Verdean informants were excessively preoccupied with 

eliminating micro-organisms, and took control of them by bleaching the water they were 

drinking, cleaning the house, vegetables, clothes and cutlery with. To a lot of the Europeans 

living in Boa Vista, the bleach was in itself a danger, something that contaminated the food 

by being toxic. To them bleach in contact with water and food was a ‘matter out of place’.  

 

 

Cleaning the dishes 

 

My first meeting with the use of bleach in Boa Vista was in the kitchen in the 

kindergarten “Jardim”. I had told Janilson about my research, and about my intentions of 

participating in the kitchen to get firsthand experience of how water was being used in the 

neighborhood. On my first day, I asked if I could help with the dishes. My new colleagues in 

the kitchen looked at each other in surprise, and told me I didn’t have to do anything, just sit 

on the chair for the time being. After some minutes passively observing them washing up I 

grabbed a sponge and started to scrub the bowls lying in the basin of food-scrap-water. The 

water had a grey color, with chunks of the breakfast and lunch floating around. I quickly 

figured out that the water in itself did not have a cleaning function, it was the washing up 

liquid on the sponges, creating bubbles of soap on the dishes before they were thrown in the 

basin of rinsing water.  

After the first minutes of surprise that I stood there washing the dishes in the 

esthetically dirty water, the colleagues rinsing the bowls told me to change positions with her. 

I followed her instructions and went over to the rinsing basin. The smell of swimming pool 

was the first thing that surprised me.  

 

Sophie A.: What products do you use in this water? 

Janilson: We use a little bit of bleach. It’s to kill microorganisms. 
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I look over at the two bottles of detergent standing on the counter, one filled with the original 

product, and one with a liquid looking like water. Janilson grabs the bottle of transparent 

liquid and splashes a dash of the liquid in the water I am rinsing the bowls with.  

 

Janilson: “It’s important to disinfect the plates. The bleach kills all the microorganism 

 on them. It’s very important.” 

  

I had never myself used bleach in this way. In the house I grew up in Norway, the 

bottle of bleach was out of my reach as a child, sealed with a child safe cap and placed on a 

high shelf in the toilet. My mum had made it clear that the bottles on that shelf were 

dangerous, that were only grown-ups to use. I was unsure what they were used for anyways, 

as I barely saw my mum using them. They were for exceptional cases when she was cleaning, 

but I never learned what those exceptional cases were. Standing there with my hands in the 

basin of swimming pool smelling water I questioned what made it necessary to use this 

liquid, that I always had been taught was toxic. On my way home from the kindergarden I 

was trying to remember what my mum had used the bleach for, and could only recall a few 

times my mum had showed me how it could be carefully used to get rid of difficult stains. I 

could feel the skin of my hand already uncomfortably dry. The burning sensation was an 

unpleasant reminder of the potency of the cleaning I had done and I wondered if it was really 

something necessary that I ought to be doing myself.  

 

* 

 

After some weeks in the kindergarden and numerous visits to Cape Verdean homes, I 

could observe that this way of cleaning was the common way to do the dishes. As I illustrated 

in the previous chapter, wasteful use of precious water was a morally bad act. Usually, people 

with more ample means changed the water in the basins a few times a day, but it was not 

unusual to use the same water for washing dishes throughout a whole day, even for rich Cape 

Verdeans. Adding detergent and bleach several times to the same basins of water was also 

common, to “boost up” the effects of the chemical so the precious water could last for longer.   

Although the water was no longer transparent, with old food scraps floating around in 

the it, dishes were believed to be clean after having been washed in this soiled water and then 

dipped in chlorinated water. The cleaning products were the predominant cleaning agents, 

which first removed the grease with the detergent, then disinfecting them with the chlorine. 
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Bleach had the potential to permeate any dirt, and eliminate its contagion. “Killing” the 

microbes that were left on the dishes was inevitable to ensure that the plates were safe from 

possible sicknesses. Water alone was too innocent, as it would never kill, but give life to 

microbes. This made bleach into a highly moral substance to clean dishes with, which could 

help in the effort to save the precious water. Before I elaborate further on the difference in the 

use of water and cleaning products between the dwellers of Sal Rei, I want to take a step back 

and assess some of the perceptions that are motivating these cleaning practices. 

 

 

Fear of microorganisms 

  

When one starts to spend more time with Cape Verdean families, one begins to follow 

the routines and starts to pay attention to the details that compose it. TV is an integral part of 

the lives of Cape Verdeans, and is preferably 

on for many hours of the day. The 5 o’clock 

announcement that the electricity was lit in the 

Bairro, was easily noticed with the sound of 

numerous TVs that were automatically turned 

on at the same time. During the 8 hours of 

electricity in the evening, the same images 

repeated themselves on the TV screen 

throughout the evening, and were impossible 

not to notice. Captivating local news stories, 

TV shows and Brazilian telenovelas were 

broadcasted throughout the evenings, 

interrupted by publicities.  

Publicities for Cape Verdean products 

were locally produced, whereas imported 

products had adds imported from their country 

of origin. This was the case of the cleaning 

products imported from Portugal. These 

commercials were normally set in a spotless 

house with European actors. The images were 

Figure 32, 33, 34: Domestos Publicity. Funny Commercials. 

(2. August 2017). 15 The Best Disgusting and Funny 

Domestos Monsters Commercials [Video file]. Retrieved 

from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7n8WBB8yvKw 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7n8WBB8yvKw
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a stark contrast especially to the life in the Bairro, with scarce water resources and missing 

sanitation. However, the contrast is not so much what interest me, but the narrative that these 

adds tend to impose. 

 I will elaborate on one specific add in Portuguese for the English brand Domestos, 

promoting their toilet gel with bleach against microbes. In this video, we are introduced to an 

army of thousands of germs, depicted as little, fat and green men that are congregated in front 

of a proscenium in a dark and dirty cave. They are listening to instructions from their leader, 

who is telling them about a newly launched product posing a risk to their existence. As he is 

finishing his speech, a waterfall of Domestos pours down where everyone is gathered. The 

video does a change and suddenly we are situated in a typical European bathroom with a 

smiling woman, happy with her impeccably clean toilet.  

The narrative of the publicity repeats itself throughout Domestos marketing 

campaigns, set in different grimy environments. Sometimes the germs are congregated, 

sometimes they are flying and sometimes they are swimming. The powerful bleach 

eradicating living germs repeats itself several times per day on the TV screens of Cape 

Verdeans. Over time I noticed the parallels to the way Cape Verdeans were describing 

microorganisms, and their obsessiveness with killing the microorganisms in their 

environments.  

In my inquiry to assess perceptions of microorganisms, the majority of the detailed 

descriptions of microorganisms came from people living in the Bairro. The Europeans 

considered my requests for descriptions of microorganisms a fun exercise. The upper middle 

class in the Vila, on the other hand, understood my inquisitive and persistent questioning as 

an insult, as if I had a preconception that they had some sort of “African”, exotic view of 

microorganisms, different from the European, educated view.   

Among the frequent users of bleach, mainly the Cape Verdeans living in the Bairro 

and in the Vila, microbes were primarily described to be microscopic organisms that 

transmitted themselves in contact with mosquitos and flies. Dirty places were the favorite 

places of these little demons, and where they usually reproduced. The usual preventive 

practices of thorough hand washing, rinsing of vegetables and household cleaning did away 

with potential sources of contagion one could have in contact with or dragged into the house 

during the day.  

Although microbes were generally known to be transmitted through surface-to-surface 

contact, the uncertainty of their conduct due to their invisibility made people insecure of 

about what they were exactly. Some thought microbios was a collective term for different 
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flying the sickness spreading insects. A woman from Santiago in the Bairro explained this to 

me: “There are 3 kinds of microorganisms: flies, mosquitos and tiny things we cannot see”. 

They were commonly described as something one cannot see, and a threat one had to 

acknowledge in one’s environment. The subsequent conversation with Janilson, living in the 

Bairro, exemplifies how they often were envisioned:  

 

Janilson: I think it’s like a bug. A bug like that, like it was a moreia. Do you know 

  moreia? Moreia is a fish that lives in the ocean. In my imagination, it’s like a

  cobra. It’s smaller, but it’s moving ecstatically. I think so, but I don’t know 

it’s like that.  

Sophie A.: Does it have eyes?  

Janilson: Certainly! I think so! But I don’t know. Hahah.  

Sophie A.: Can it eat? Does it have teeth for example? 

Janilson: Of course! They might not have teeth, but they manage to nourish themselves.

  I don’t know, I think microbes manage to eat where they are. If it’s in milk,

  it manages to nourish in milk. If it’s in a coffee, in a bread, it manages to 

nourish. Yes, I think so. Because I think it’s a living being, it’s alive! Yes, 

 heheh.  

Sophie A.:  Can they make kids? 

Janilson: Yes, I think that the microbes can reproduce to become more. More, more, 

  more. When for example the mosquito, the mosquito manages to reproduce to

  become much more, much more if you don’t manage to eliminate it. If you 

   then come, there’s a lot of mosquito. But then if you find the mosquito in the 

water moving around like that, tomorrow if you come back and look at the cup 

of water, then there is no more mosquito. They already left, they are already 

out looking for people to sting. They already manage to live of blood.  

Sophie A.: Does the microbe make eggs? 

Janilson: They make eggs. I think, I think. With mosquito it’s eggs, with mosquitos it’s

  eggs.  

Sophie A.: And how much time does It take before... 

Janilson: It’s very easy. From one hour to the other. For example, in the time that we 

are here speaking, they are probably here. But we can’t see them. It’s a thing

  that is invisible to the eyes, but it does bad things. When you are using his 
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  water, if it contains microbes, that microbe already manages to continue to 

produce in your body. It’s from that sicknesses are born.  

 

The extract above shows how microbes is evidently imagined to be something similar 

to bugs. They are flying beings with eyes, they lie eggs and reproduce quickly. Since 

microbes are invisible to the naked eye, the metaphors that are used to understand their 

modus operandi is inspired by the closest imaginable creature that they know, which are the 

mosquitos they can see. Beyond being contamination itself, microbes were envisioned to 

have the ability to spread themselves in ways invisible to humans. As they were believed to 

be like bugs, looking for decaying organic matter to feed themselves and to deposit their 

eggs, they could be found flying around in one’s spatial environment. A noxious smell would 

therefore attract these little creatures, and it became particularly important to avoid.  

 

 

Flying microbes, small and the dangerous environment 

 

The analogy between the microbes and mosquito gives air and smell an important role 

in people’s understanding of cleanliness and dirt. Smell triggers connotations of dirt, which 

again triggers connotations of sickness and contagion. The idea of air and climate as sources 

of contagion dates back at least to the times of the Greek physicians Hippocrates and Galen 

and their teachings on the six Non-Naturals6
 
as the sources of disease (Flikke 2001:21).  

In the fourteenth century ideas that miasma, the “noxious exhalations from 

decomposing organic matters” (ibid.:21), were the sources of disease and contagion, 

dominated the medical discourse of the time. Malaria, etymologically derived from the Italian 

mal airia, occurred in warm, swampy areas with decomposed material, thus the fevers of 

malaria and the thick unpleasant air was believed to be interconnected (ibid.:21-2). Edwin 

Chadwick and the group often referred to as the ‘ultra-sanitarians’, asserted that “epidemic 

diseases were, in general, not transmitted from person to person but derived from local 

conditions” (Pickstone 1992:136). Disease was spatially distributed with the noxious air 

coming from decomposed material, and was generally found in densely populated areas, like 

cities, where organic materials and dirt generally accumulated and basic sanitation was 

                                                      
6 “The six are climate, motion and rest, diet, climate, sleep patterns evacuation and sexuality, 

and afflictions of the soul.” (Flikke 2001:21) 
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lacking (Flikke 2001:26). Disease expressed itself through its scent (ibid.:87), and soap 

therefore became an even more important preventer of epidemics like malaria and cholera 

(ibid.: 2001:76).  

In Sal Rei, I will argue, the olfactory dimension of different spaces, determines 

people’s experience of microorganisms. Dirty places are believed to attract flying microbes, 

which means to attract disease. Miasma was not itself believed to be the source of contagion, 

as Chadwick’s miasma theory asserted, but miasma was what attracted contagion: the 

microorganisms. Thus, cleanliness in the Bairro was not only about preventing the human 

consumption of microbes through physical substances like water, fruits and vegetables and 

the surface of cooking utensils. Cleanliness was also about creating a contagion-free air, 

where the chemical smell and toxicity of bleach and creosol deterred the microbes from 

flying in. I had the following conversation with a couple from a little town outside Sal Rei, 

but that were living in the Bairro for purposes of work:  

 

Sophie A.: Are there microorganisms in this house?  

Ilsa:   They exists in all areas where humans are. Everywhere. We are here, we are 

(Sal,    in the street, we are in a place, there are microbes. Now, people have to be 

the Bairro) prepared for the microbe. Cleaning, to not let the microbe into your place, 

   that’s good.    

Anildo: Hygiene. You have to have a lot of hygiene. If you are prepared they don’t 

(Sal,  stop for a long time. They come, but they don’t stop. They come, but they go 

The Bairro)  away like that. If they come across a prepared place they disappear!   

Ilsa:  That’s why we always keep our door closed, because of the flies, the 

   mosquitos. Because of the flies, the mosquitos. They bring insects inside. They 

    bring microbes.   

  

People generally had learned that microbes where carried with mosquitos and flies, 

but they still believed microbes existed in the air itself, and could land on your things at any 

time. Though people had learned that microbes were carried around with flies and mosquitos, 

they were also believed to be flying around in the air themselves. Precautions were therefore 

taken. Hygiene was important, not only inside but also outside the house, to prevent microbes 

from coming into the house:  
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Ilsa:  We clean outside the house. We clean the door, everything is a part of it. 

Sophie A.: What kind of cleaning do you do outside the house?  

Ilsa:  The space outside, around the door. The street. I clean around my door, I pick 

up the trash and I put it in the container. Afterwards, put a little bit of bleach, 

like that, around my door.  

Sophie A.: Why do you put that outside? 

Ilsa:  I put it like that to keep the microbes away. The microbes that come with the 

air. When they arrive at the door, they find the door clean, they find the house

  clean, they don’t stop. They leave right afterwards. Yes, that’s how it is. 

Sophie A.: How often do you put it outside? 

Ilsa:  Bleach, constantly when we clean the street we put a little bit of creosol. Every 

day! In the mornings we put a bit of bleach. When we come from work, we 

clean and put some of it.  

 

The importance of keeping cleaning the insides and the outsides of the house was also 

affirmed by Janilson:  

 

Janilson: We have to keep the kitchen, the bathroom clean. If you make sure to wash 

  inside of the house and around it, then you get less microbes. Limpeza pessoal

  (personal hygiene) is both inside and around. If not, it’s like you clean your

  face but not your feet. You can use bleach or criolina (creosol), you know 

criolina? You can use criolina or bleach to keep the microorganisms away, so

 they don’t come into the house. 

  

Keeping the house clean was not just a matter of dirt avoidance to keep things in 

order. Dirt was believed to attract microbes and sickness. The killing potential of the bleach 

and its deterrent smell, was a starch contrast to the contagious environment the inhabitants 

believed to live in. Cleanliness is therefore not just about washing away dirt with water, but 

disinfecting and keeping microbes away with morally good smelling cleaning products. To 

the inhabitants of the Bairro water is important for cleanliness, but cleaning products are even 

more important: you can have little water, but you can’t have little cleaning products.  
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Bleach as a protective practice 

  

I was visiting a couple from Guinea Bissau and Santiago, and helping them in the 

process of moving to a new apartment in the Bairro, with 2 bedrooms, a separate kitchen and 

a staircase going up to their rooftop. We talked about this exciting step, and how it was going 

to be great to have more privacy, as one sister was living with them. As we were speaking I 

was discreetly observing the sister doing the dishes, noticing how she was using the roughly 

2 litres in each basin to clean a stack of dishes. When she finished she kept the water in the 

basins for later.  

After the coffee and the couscous, traditional pastry from Santiago, a friend of the 

couple took our dishes and added more detergent and bleach to the basin water the sister had 

already used: bleach and detergent in the first, bleach in the second. I went over to ask how 

much bleach she was adding. “Um pouco” (a little bit) she said, and I asked her to show me 

exactly how much. She poured the amount of approximately 4 table spoons in the cup. “You 

see? Only a little bit”. She added the cup of 

bleach to the basin of rinsing water which had 

already had bleach added to it at least 3 times 

while I was there. I could really start smelling the 

chlorine in the basins.  

We talked about what she added to the 

basins, and she told me that chlorine was not 

absolutely necessary, but it was good if one 

wanted to kill microorganisms and all those other 

things. It was also very good to remove the smell 

of fish from plates, so she always added a bit of 

extra bleach in those cases. She run a bit of water 

with bleach over the plates with her hands so that 

the soap came off the surface of the plates. When 

I asked her why, she answered:  

 

Friend: Because then the soap comes off. It’s not good to consume detergent. 

Sophie A.: What about the bleach? Does that stay on the plates?  

Friend: No. The bleach stays in the water, not on the plates. 

Figure 36: Measurement of bleach added to each basin. 

Figure 35: Doing the dishes. 
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Before we left the apartment, the last dishes were done, and again bleach was used. 

That time the sister splashed the bleach right onto the plate, before she scrubbed it, and run 

normal water over the plates.  

 

* 

 

What the example above shows is the uncritical attitudes towards the use of bleach. 

Bleach is believed to lose its potency over time, and therefore has to be added again and 

again in order to do what it’s supposed to do – kill microorganisms. Bleach is believed to be 

something you rinse things with, something that can eliminate something dangerous and 

invisible on plates. But these uncritical attitudes towards the use of bleach are not just a 

matter of how cleanliness is perceived. I argue that these attitudes are also created through 

the materiality and the esthetics of the product.  

In previous anthropological studies of materiality, there has been a focus on the 

phenomenology of materials (Ingold 2000) and their trajectories in various social and cultural 

contexts (Appadurai 1986). Recent anthropologists have also conceptualized materials as 

objectivized cultural categories that are “good to think with” (Woodward 2009:59, Vannini 

2009), and material culture as a “…network of homologous orders emerged as the powerful 

foundation for more or less everything that constitutes a given society” (Miller 2005:7). 

However, the step in between the consumer and the material tends to be underrepresented in 

anthropological studies of materiality, that is, its presentation. This is not particularly a 

reference to the publicity of Domestos, and its role of the perception of microorganism and 

cleanliness. In the case of bleach, which I argue is one of the main components in creating 

cleanliness for Cape Verdeans, the disposition of the product itself in front of the consumer, 

affects the practices of cleanliness: its packing, its price and its availability.  

First of all, the availability of bleach in Boa Vista, in comparison to other products, is spread 

out. All shops, from the Italian supermarket close to the tourist apartments, Chinese mini 

markets that populate from the center to the most peripheral parts of Sal Rei, to the local 

Cape Verdean shops. In addition to its availability and presence, not only can it be found 

anywhere, but there is a variety of brands that contrast to the many other products that can be 

found limited in their variability. With the high prices of water, especially in the Bairro, 

bleach also offers an economically available and easy solution for cleaning. “You have little 

water, put bleach and save water” I was told by a professor in Mindelo, explaining the 
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excessive use of bleach in the Bairro. Instead of using an abundance of water one has 

nowhere to physically dispose in an environment without sanitary conditions, bleach can in 

little quantity be potent to do a lot of cleaning, and is therefore practically more suited to the 

structural conditions of the Bairro.  

Second, how the product is presented. In this 

case, bleach is always found in large quantities. 

Containers are found in 500 ml to 5 liter sizes, which 

can be understandable when used for water, but seem 

counterintuitive when observing the daily use of bleach. 

This product is used for disinfecting floors, dishes, fruits 

and vegetables, and in the case of the people of the 

Bairro: their water for bodily consumption. 

Measurements were done by drops, a category of 

subjective interpretation. Some described a drop as the 

visibly smallest liquid quantity coming out of a bottle, 

whereas for others it was the size of a tea spoon and 

sometimes even a soup measurement. A nurse that 

traveled between households in Boa Vista with a medical crew told me one of their important 

teachings to these Cape Verdeans was to puncture small holes in the top of the containers of 

bleach as to be able to measure with more care the necessary amount to create safe, drinkable 

water. Since the internal logics of the design were based on the European consumers 

household cleaning practices, not on personal usage, even less for personal ingestion, the 

toxicity and dangerousness of its excessive usage is not constructed in the product itself.  

Third, the transparency of the liquid is a reason that might justify the radical use of the 

product. Its transparent non-suggestive appearance does not insinuate its chemical substance, 

and misleads in its abusive use. In the example from the apartment, the women are adding 

more and more bleach without having a clear idea of how much they have already added. The 

concentration of bleach is invisible in water and on the things one uses it to clean, as the 

answer from the friend suggests: “The bleach stays in the water, not on the plates”. One 

could ask whether bleach would be used in such an extensive manner, if it instead of being 

transparent was tainted in red? 

After having deepened on the subject of materiality, there is something that exceeds it. 

On the instruction tag on the back of each bottle one can read warnings on the personal use or 

Figure 37:: Part of the bleach section in a 

supermarket 
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ingestion of the product: “In case of ingestion: immediately contact a CENTRE OF 

ANTIVENOMOUS INFORMATION or a doctor”. At the same time, health workers and 

doctors are advising people without the economic conditions to buy bottled water, to add 10 

drops of bleach per liter of AEB water to make the water safe for human consumption. The 

idealized advice of measuring a tank of 1000 liter x 10 drops, was instead replaced by the 

notion of mais o menos (more or less). Bleach was a solution brought by modernity that 

offered a simple and practical solution for even the poorest to stay healthy and sickness-free. 

Although there were clear warnings about the risks of personal use, the risk of poisoning 

through bleach is a lesser risk in front of the structural conditions that defined the possibility 

of health in the Bairro.  

 

 

Cholera and Malaria  

 

To understand the practices of cleanliness, a look at the country’s history is inevitable. 

Earlier in the historical chapter I briefly mentioned the cholera outbreak in the capital city of 

Praia in 1996. When I asked my informants about the history of the Bairro, people stressed 

that the Bairro had existed years before the development of tourism on the island. The first 

“wave” of people from Santiago arrived about 20 years back, right around the time of the 

cholera outbreak on the island. When I tried to raise the question about cholera with my 

informants, they immediately and clearly told me they did not want talk about the issue. 

Certainly, cholera was a touchy subject to many, and in respect of the requests of my 

informants I refrained from further inquiry about the topic. Although I did not follow up the 

issue with other Cape Verdeans, the reaction of my friends in the Bairro was a sign of the 

painful memories I had triggered.  

From these reactions, there is good reason to believe the fear of cholera intrinsically 

has shaped the excessive use of bleach and the doubt of unbleached water. I earlier quoted 

Janilson in his description of safe and unsafe water:  

 

Janilson: When a person asks for a glass of water to drink, he can taste it. That little 

  taste of bleach...sometimes a little smell of bleach. Already, when he can feel

  the taste of bleach he says something like this: “this water is good, it’s 

disinfected”. Then, whatever person can drink, drink in a normal way, 
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 because he says that this water is disinfected with a bit of bleach, it’s very 

 good.  

 

The concern for safety expressed in the extract is arguably a result of the fear of 

cholera. The taste of bleach is not primarily an indicator of intoxication, but a proof that the 

water has been amply protected. To avoid eating food or drinking water contaminated by the 

cholera bacteria, intensive hygienic care is taken through extreme chlorination water, food 

and kitchen utensils.  

The fear of malaria is another sickness that can be seen in relation to the extreme use 

of bleach. Malaria sometimes develops in the capital of Praia, due to the poor sanitary 

conditions in major parts of the city. From the following conversation, it is clear that Janilson 

has experience with people getting the symptoms of malaria from mosquito bites:  

 

Sophie A.: Does every microbe have a different disease?  

Janilson: Yes. I think so, I think that every microbe has a different disease. Sometimes

  also, I don’t know, but I think like this. I think like this: The mosquito, the 

mosquito for example, when it bites you feel sometimes a head ache, pain in 

your body, and it brings a lot of sickness. Various. On your body, maybe.  

Because when your body is infected by a microbe, you don’t know if you will  

have a pain in your stomach or a head ache, whatever. Anything can arise.  

But normally the microbes you can never be free from. We don’t know what it 

 is.  

Sophie A.: When the microbes make kids, are the kids going to have the same sickness? 

Janilson: Yes, for example, normally. Normally in Cape Verde, there are times when the 

kids are in hospital. You’ll find a lot of kids with diarrhea. Yes, those are 

  problems through the microbes that travels across the airs. Across the airs,

  that sometimes. Sometimes there are times that for example, this month, this 

 month there are a lot of people in hospital with a stomach pain. The other 

 month, another problem: diarrhea. And an other month another problem. 

Every period has a problem. Those are things that comes with the airs. They 

are sicknesses that travel across the airs. (…) Look, normally, the scientists, 

the scientist do  you know what they are? Scientist are those people that study 

all those things, sicknesses, like that. And the scientists say that this bug, this 
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one here is a contagious bug. But they say that this bug manages to kill a 

microbe that travel across the airs very high, very far from the ground. They 

manage to catch them, they manage to catch them. These are things of 

scientists, but I don’t know if it’s true. People that study things of sciences [he 

says with authority], natural science like that. They say it’s like that, but I 

don’t know if it’s like that. They say like that, that those insects that they 

manage to control in the air, those insects manage to go all the way down to 

the ground, where we  are, and they do harm to our sight. We can manage to 

lose our sight. But those things, I don’t know if they are true, that’s stuff they 

say in school like that, whenever they say something in school, we should 

believe in it, but I don’t know if it’s true, or if it’s just to talk like that.  

Sophie A.: Microbes high up in the sky? 

Janilson: Yes. The higher you go, the more microbes there are.  

 

The fear of airborne diseases is a major reason why people perceive microbes in the 

air as a threat. Previous experience with these diseases makes a threat not just water, but also 

air. The fear of mosquitos is why people are using creosol and bleach to keep mosquitos 

away.  

I often heard people from Boa Vista complaining that ”These Africans, they bring a 

lot of things.” Although Cape Verde is a part of Africa, the costal Africa is seen as the “dark 

continent”, “the heart of darkness”. Since the development of tourism, many migrants from 

West Africa have moved to Boa Vista for work. They are mainly from Guinea Bissau, 

Senegal and Guinea Conakry. As Boa Vista has felt more European, these Africans in their 

eyes, come with their different culture and brings more Africaness into Boa Vista. Diseases 

that commonly occur in Africa, like malaria, dengue, and sometimes other sicknesses like 

cholera, are seen as a threat, and with the increase in immigrants from the continent, a fear of 

these sicknesses are more present among Boavistenses and other badius from Santiago living 

in the Bairro. I believe that the increase of migrants from these African countries contributes 

to the perception of surrounding sickness, and the need for extreme cleanliness through the 

use of bleach.  
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A fear of bleach 

  

To use bleach to wash the dishes was considered unnecessary and even toxifying to 

most of the Europeans with whom I talked about this topic.  

 

Maria: A friend of mine was washing up, and I was like: what are you doing? That’s

    probably not a good thing to do. My opinion anyway. (…) I was surprised 

   some people wash up with bleach, cause I was at a friend’s house and they 

   actually mixed the washing-up liquid with bleach and use that to wash the  

   dishes. But they use more bleach than washing-up liquid. Like they use a little

   bit more bleach, so it’s very runny and you can smell the bleach when you are 

   cleaning. And of course, the plates are squeaky clean, but I don’t think that 

   that’s good. And I think they do it more for like pots and stuff, they use bleach 

   a lot.   

          

On the other hand, I met an English girl with a Cape Verdean boyfriend from 

São Vicente that said she had started to use bleach when she arrived in Boa Vista:   

 

Ann:  When I came here I started using bleach since it’s the Cape Verdean way to  

(England,  kill all bacteria. In England, we don’t use bleach in the kitchen. We  

Vila Cabral)  sometimes use it to clean bathrooms, but never to wash the dishes. It’s 

   because we have hot water, right? We use hot water to kill the bacteria, 

   whereas here, where they don’t use hot water to clean the dishes, they use 

   bleach. If they had hot water running from the tap, they wouldn’t use bleach.   

        

  After a conversation with the boyfriend, he explained that Cape Verdeans use bleach 

in order to kill microorganisms, and that using hot water doesn’t change anything. 

Microorganism would not be killed by using hot water, you would have to use bleach.  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An abundance of water 

    

  There was a stereotype of the Europeans, coming from countries where water always 

had been plentiful. They did not understand its moral character and its ways to be 

economized. I remember how I, as an European was taught how to save water from several 

Cape Verdeans, assuming that I didn’t know how to. In some households I was told not to do 

the dishes. Not because it was dirty work, but because they thought I would waste precious 

water.  

  The Europeans were a contrast to the scarce use of water and frequent use of bleach 

among Cape Verdeans. Plentiful water was spent on long showers, but also in their practices 

of doing the dishes. Cleaning products were perceived as toxicants, and the notion of 

‘washing away’ the product in clear water was important to ensure no toxicants were left on 

the plates. Europeans were known to have a wasteful pattern of water consumption, 

oftentimes spending 3-4 times more than Cape Verdeans. Their consumption was not only an 

effect of their economic wealth, being able to buy as much water as they would use in their 

home countries. Their lacking local ‘moral’ perception of water, and the importance of their 

different perceptions and practices of cleanliness, were the main reasons for the contrasting 

distribution of water within Sal Rei. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, we have seen how cleanliness is a matter of perception, and how the 

necessary means to create cleanliness are constructed through the access to water, but also 

through history, perceptions of the environment, the media and the market. The possibility of 

water or little water, and the morality of it, affects how much is necessary in cleaning rituals. 

For some the idea of “spotless” is not necessarily how cleanliness is perceived, whereas the 

disinfection of living microorganisms can be an imperative necessity. We have looked at the 

contrasting ideas of cleanliness between the European inhabitants of Sal Rei and the Cape 

Verdeans living in the Bairro. Water is important to cleanliness and moral spaces, but bleach 

can be even more important for the inhabitants of the Bairro. They can have little water, but 

they can’t have little cleaning products as they are important protectors of sicknesses and the 

dangers of microorganisms. However, for the Europeans, plentiful water is a necessity for 
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cleanliness, and cleaning products have to be carefully used to not create a poisonous 

environment. I can thus conclude that moral perceptions of water and material conditions 

affect notions and practices of cleanliness. In the next chapter I want to look at how water 

and cleanliness create moral spaces in Sal Rei.  
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CHAPTER 6: 

WATER IN AND OUT OF PLACE 

 

 

It’s the international water day, March 22nd, in the kindergarten in the Bairro. 

Teachers are repeating one of the topics that are on the syllabus for the kids: water. They talk 

about different types of water, hygiene and then the teacher asks the kids about rain: 

 

Teacher: What is rain? 

Mario:  Dirty water! 

Ana:   It’s water! You fetch it in the bucket, and then it falls and you “ahhh!” 

Teacher:  Rain are those clouds. Those clouds that are heavy, heavy, heavy. And then

  the rain f..?  

Kids:   Falls!!  

Teacher: Falls yes. Do you like rain? 

Kids:   Yes!!!  

Edilson:  No. 

Teacher:  Edilson, you don’t like rain? 

Edilson: The rain makes kids sick. 

Teacher: The rain makes kids sick when the rain falls and the rain stays on the 

  ground, the rain becomes dirty.  

Stefano: It comes inside the door!! 

Teacher: Yes. Here in the Bairro the rain comes inside the door. The water comes 

inside the house. When the rain water falls, the water is not dirty, the water is 

clean. But when it falls, it falls on the ground, on the earth. It’s dirty. Because 

we throw all the dirty water on the ground, we throw garbage. All of that 

water stays there. There, the water is all dirty. The water that comes inside the 

door is dirty. The water stays dirty. When kids play in water, in dirty water, 

kids become? 

Kids:   Sick!  

Teacher:  The kids become sick.  

Kids:    Yes!  
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Teacher: When kids play in rain water, dirty water, they become sick or no? 

Kids:  Yes!  

Teacher: But rain is also nice. What can we do in the rain? 

Stefano: We can take a shower.  

Teacher: We can take a shower.  

Edilen:  Wash our hands! 

Ana:   Auntie! When I go to Praia, and there we fetch the water in the bucket 

  and we have lots of plants when rain comes. 

Teacher: Yes, when it rains, lots of plants are growing. If it rains we have food. Rain, 

when rain falls, we have banana, we have manioc, beans, if the rain falls on 

the plants. And when the rain falls you have more water. What more? 

Mario:   Yam! We have yam! 

Ana:  Catxupa! 

(…)  

Teacher: When it rains here in Barraca there is lots of water or no? 

Kids:  Yes! 

Teacher: Do you like it? 

Kids:  Yes! 

2 boys:  No, no, no!  

Teacher: Why? You have a lot of water on the ground. It’s dirty. It smells bad. Or no? 

Kids:   Yes! 

Mario:  Mosquito! 

Teacher: When water falls you have a lot of mosquito here in Barraca. It makes 

mosquitos, lots of mosquitos, lots of flies. You have kids with diarrhea and 

vomit. Do you like a lot of water here in Barraca? 

Kids:   No! 

Sandra: I like the rain in Bofareira! 

Ana:   In Praia we have a lot of water, it is nice. Because there we have a lot of  

   plants, lots of banana.  

 

 Water is a potent substance, both symbolically and in practice, which can do things to 

places which can be experienced as positive or negative. According to Tim Ingold:  
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“a place owes its character to the experiences it affords to those who spend time there 

– to the sights, sounds and indeed smells that constitute its specific ambience. And 

these, in turn, depend on the kinds of activities in which its inhabitants engage. It is 

from this relational context of people’s engagement with the world, in the business of 

dwelling, that each place draws its unique significance” (2000:192).  

 

Thus, the way a place is sensed contributes to its character. The conversation between 

the teacher and the kids vividly shows how rain water creates good and bad experiences of 

dwelling in different places. When it rains in the Bairro their neighborhood is experienced as 

dirty, with a foul smell, whereas when it rains in Santiago, where most of the kids’ parents 

originally are from, the rain is the source of a beautiful green environment with growing 

fruits and vegetables. Water does things to the places people live, and is therefore a 

meaningful substance by way of creating meaningful places, which either are experienced as 

good or bad. There are places where water should and should not be, water in and out of 

place.  

So far we have looked at the moral characteristics of water as a substance and how the 

perception of purity has implications for cleaning practices. I now want to look at the role 

water takes in creating the living environment of Sal Reis dwellers, and how water is an 

important resource in manipulating places into meaningful and morally good places. In an 

environment scarce of fresh water (desalinated and rain water) like Sal Rei, fresh water has 

extraordinary potential to drastically transform the physical environment. The element of 

control of where fresh water is located, is important for its transformative outcome. The 

perception of a place affects the ways in which its dwellers are perceived. I want to look at 

the underlying symbolism that constitutes the way places are positively or negatively 

perceived through water. As places are associated with its dwellers, I want to look at the 

symbolic acts people are doing or not doing to the places they live.  

Fresh water as a potent substance is an essential part of the human body and the 

physical environment. In this part I want to look at the potentiality of fresh water as a 

substance, and the many good and bad things it can do to the physical environment of the 

dwellers of Sal Rei. This is where the idea of place comes in, as all kinds of water should be 

placed in the right place in order to do good things. Since fresh water is a substance under 

human control most of the year, produced through desalination and distributed, the 

achievements s of water can be owed to the people that put it in different places.  
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Water in and out of place 

 

 The title of this chapter comes from the renowned anthropologist Mary Douglas 

(1966) and her concept of dirt as a matter out of place. She proposes the following, 

 

“If we can abstract pathogenicity and hygiene from our notion of dirt, we are left with 

the old definition of dirt as a matter out of place. This is a very suggestive approach. It 

implies two conditions: a set of ordered relations and a contravention of that order. 

Dirt then, is never a unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt, there is a system. Dirt 

is the by-product of a systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as 

ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements. The idea of dirt takes us straight 

into the field of symbolism and promises a link-up with more obviously symbolic 

systems of purity.” (Douglas 1966:36) 

 

Dirt, according to Douglas, is a not an isolated event: it is always the by-product 

of a systematic ordering and classification of matter. There is no essential dirt: anything can 

be dirt if placed where it in our system of classification is not supposed to be: “Shoes are not 

dirty in themselves, but it is dirty to place them on the dining-table; food is not dirty in itself, 

but it is dirty to leave cooking utensils in the bedroom” (Douglas 1966:36-7). One would 

maybe think water would escape this definition, essentially being cleanliness. But water out 

of place in Sal Rei can create trouble, even in the most arid environments as I showed in the 

example from the kindergarten.  

 Following all categories of water in the spaces of Sal Rei, I want to analyze the 

contexts in which it is in and out of place. By doing this I want to look at how important 

water is in the phenomenological experiences of landscape, and the dwellers that are 

associated with those landscapes. With the depleted fresh water resources of Boa Vista, fresh 

water is a scarce resource that has the potential to do a lot once it is in contact with the 

ground. By elaborating on water in place I want to look at the context where water is 

perceived as doing good things to humans, where the dwellers of Sal Rei appreciate its 

presence. Subsequently I will look at water out of place, where water is troublesome, 

polluting and a taboo. Water can be put out of place intentionally by a specific person, but 

also unintentionally, caused by the rain. Either the specific actor that will be socially blamed, 

or the neighborhood as a whole, in altering the experiences of places. To understand the 
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contexts in which all kinds of water are in and out of place, I want to approach them through 

order. Thus, I will start my analysis speaking about water in place. 

 

 

Water taskscapes 

 

 Before I elaborate on water in and out of place, I want to bring along Ingold’s concept 

of the taskscape for purposes of analysis. Ingold (2000) distinguishes between landscape and 

taskscape in the following extract: "just as the landscape is an array of related features, so – 

by analogy – the taskscape is an array of related activities" (2000:195). A taskscape is a 

landscape of human life histories and embodied ongoing activities “woven, along with the 

life-cycles of plants and animals, into the texture of the surface itself” (Ingold 2000:198).  

According to Ingold, all substances and living beings in a taskscape simultaneously 

interact and shape their surroundings according to their physical laws and agendas (2000). 

Since I am an anthropologist that study people, I will convey extra attention to people’s 

agendas acting according to their surroundings where water is either in or out of place, but I 

also will further assess how water can influence the sensory experiences people have with 

their surroundings. These interactions between water in places and people, has, as I will later 

explain, an effect on the social dynamic between the dwellers of the town.  

Following Christopher Tilley, the “perception of the world and the constitution of that 

which is important or unimportant to people does not work in terms of a blank environmental 

slate on which perception and cognition sets to work, but in terms of the historicity of lived 

experiences in that world” (1994:23). The landscape we gaze upon and act according to, is 

matter of culture, and what Geertz would call a “historically transmitted pattern of meanings 

embodied in symbols” (Geertz 1973:89). We give importance to what we perceive as 

meaningful and omit what is meaningless. Yi-fu Tuan argued that a landscape is valued 

according to its proximity to the ideal and humane habitat (1979:101). By looking at how 

people are manipulating their surrounding with the use of water I will demonstrate how water 

creates meaningful taskscapes that structure the way people use and move between places.  

In Sal Rei, water is a substance with an agenda through its imprinted physical laws of 

gravity and evaporation, like the genes in the tree in Bruegels painting that Ingold (2000) 

vividly analyzed point by point. This potential of water to do different things in different 

places os on the minds of the people producing and consuming it. The landscape is not just a 
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backdrop of human activity, the landscape “becomes a part of us, just as we are a part of it” 

(Ingold 2000:191) and constructing the landscape through water could be in many cases in 

itself the aim of the activity. There exist cultural laws of how water should and should not be 

used in relation to ones environment, by way of the concept of water in and out of place. By 

looking at the correct and incorrect ways of placing water in the landscape, I will now show 

how taskscapes come into being.  

 

 

Water in place 

 

In the introduction, I explained my first encounter with the contrasts of water in the 

island of Sal, similar and neighbor to Boa Vista. When I arrived, I was told the part of 

Espargos where I was staying had been without water for two weeks. Water supply rotated 

between different areas, and one could never be sure how long it would be until the next time 

one would have water. When it was one’s turn to access water, people filled up water 

reserves to live off for the next weeks. Although water only was accessible in given slots, it 

was possible to buy water from private distributors outside the allocated days. The prices for 

this water was 5 times as much as the price water was sold for by the municipality.  

In the evenings, the friends of the owner came to drink, play cards and sing songs in 

the little bar he had created in the first floor. One of his friends owned a restaurant down the 

street, one of the regular stopping places for the tourist buses going for day trips around the 

local towns outside Santa Maria. One evening we had a chat about my project, and he told me 

he earlier that day had paid a water car to come and water the plants on the plaza: “It’s nice to 

have plants in the plaza, but in this period, there is not much water to keep them alive, so I 

thought I would buy a ton of water this morning to water the plants so we have some green 

areas. You know, the kids play on that plaza so it’s good to have some green there.” 

This conspicuous water consumption clearly shows how water has similar 

characteristics to money. A lavish consumption of water for the “common good” makes 

water consumption into a way of distinction by being a medium to show one’s status. After 

two weeks without water, having the resources to water plants for the common good with 

water from a water car, covering 5 times the normal water price, showed his financial 

capacity to the other inhabitants. 
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But this story also exemplifies something else. It shows how water becomes 

something meaningful and valuable for the local community through giving life to plants. By 

watering the plants, the restaurant owner enables “nature” to grow and the plaza to be more 

beautiful. It is a symbolic act that shows the value water has to make places meaningful and 

beautiful for the inhabitants. Water is put in an ideal place where water awakens plants and 

life. The potential of water was used for something morally ‘good’. Although the act of 

spending precious water on plants might not have been received well by other Cape Verdean, 

the water ended up in a place where it created something that could be aesthetically 

appreciated by the dwellers. But in order for me to assert that the restaurant owner made the 

plaza ‘beautiful’ and that he was creating ‘goodness’ when he watered the plants, I have to 

take a look at the underlying notions that conform our ideas of beauty and goodness in 

landscape.  

 

 

Natureza de deus – Nature of God 

 

i) 

A gota de Agosto               The drop of August 

A gota de Setembro no rosto deste homem            The drop of September in the face of a man 

Tem o peso verde               Has the green weight 

Da-rocha-que-leva-um-rebanho-de-cabras-às-costas         Of-the-land-that-carries-a-herd-of-goats-on-the-back 

Que das portas de mar                    That the doors of the sea 

À freguesia mais próxima       To the parish most near 

O úbere da cabra              The udder of the goat 

É o melhor porto de abrigo    The best welcome 

 

      

Canto II: Hoje Chovia a Chuva que não Chove Own Translation 

(Fortes 2001:130)  

 

One of Cape Verdes most renown poets, who wrote about the revolution and Amilcar 

Cabral, starts one of his shortest poems by speaking of the rain. The rain of August and the 

rain of September, which constitute the rainy season in Cabo Verde, fall on a face of a man. 

This rain, says the poem, has the green weight of the stone that carries goats on its back. 
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“Rocha”, which can be interpreted as land, hill or field, can be seen in this drop, which in its 

green pasture can facilitate the life of a herd of goats, which again gives life to the parish. 

Rain is at the same time the materiality and the idea of a prosperous nature.  

As in most of poetic production, ideas, subjects and matters are interwoven, as if they 

belong to a bigger picture. This poem shows how water figuratively facilitates the cycle of 

life, symbolized in the color of green. What makes this symbolism particularly interesting in 

the case of Cape Verde, is the transformative potential of the landscape with the possibility of 

fresh water. When it rains in Cape Verde, the land becomes green overnight. In my 

conversations with Cape Verdeans everything “verde” was strongly idolized. People were 

waiting for the rain when “Tudo fica verde” (Everything becomes green), and often showed 

me pictures on their phone of Boa Vista after rainfall. I first became aware of the love for 

green areas in my first weeks in Mindelo, São Vicente, when people told me they liked to go 

to the neighbor island of Santo Antão for relaxation, because everything was “verde”, 

“natural” and serene. Photo 3 shows a facebook post from some of the friends I made in the 

arid island of São Vicente. On a visit to the “regadío” (fertile land) part of Santo Antão, it’s 

written “Natureza de deus” (Nature of God), 

clearly interconnecting the green vegetation, 

often referred to as “nature” and God. For 

Boavistense, living in an island with a 

particularly arid environment, the islands like 

Santo Antão with water, green areas, 

mountains and fresh air were exotic dream 

destinations.  

We can now understand why 

landscapes are manipulated with the use of 

water. Living green plants are good and 

beautiful, so much that it is worth spending 

expensive and scarce water resources. But in 

addition to creating beauty through giving life to 

plants, water is beauty in itself. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Romina Oliveira Delgado. (April 1., 2018). In 

Facebook [Personal Wall]. Retrieved April 1., 2018 from: 

https://www.facebook.com/rominaoliveira.delgado. - Used 

with written consent from R. O. Delgado 

 

https://www.facebook.com/rominaoliveira.delgado
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A ilha de dunas – The island of dunes 

 

“About Boa Vista, Cape Verde  

Blessed by vast stretches of untouched golden sand, surrounded by crystalline waters 

and boasting a relaxed and low-key atmosphere, Boa Vista is the perfect destination 

for a rejuvenating holiday. The island is home to some of the archipelago’s most 

beautiful and rewarding beaches, with the sands here stretching for 55km. On the 

beaches and the waters that surround them, holiday-makers can choose to either relax 

in the gorgeous sunshine, or alternatively get active across a range of water sports. 

The same can be said for the great range of accommodation to choose from across 

Boa Vista, offering the temptation to recharge by the pool one day, and the chance to 

get involved in numerous activities the next.” (Cape Verde Experience, n.d.)  

 Along these lines goes the general discourse on Boa Vista, advertised on the website 

of “Cape Verde Experience” and other tour operators. The “untouched golden sand, 

surrounded by crystalline waters” is the main attraction of the thousands of tourists crossing 

to the African continent to spend some weeks of holiday. According to these operators, Boa 

Vista is attractively enjoyed as a destination “On the beaches and the waters that surround 

them, holiday-makers can choose to either relax in the gorgeous sunshine, or alternatively 

get active across a range of water sports”. With a quick Google search for “Boa Vista Cape  

Verde”, a representation of the island for the outside-viewer is put together in a collage of 

photos in saturated shades of blue. Water is unquestionably a worthy and meaningful object 

of photography, which to the sharers of these photos defines Boa Vista more than the interior 

arid areas of the island.  

 But the beautiful waters in these photos have a downside. They tell a story beyond 

their transparency. They are disentangled from the environmental and human costs they have. 

The pools are an environmental damage on a small and big scale with all the fossil fuel the 
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machines consume to maintain them clean and with fresh water. In order to keep the ocean 

water transparent, which is of the things that attract most tourists, the government resists  

developing sewage that runs out in the ocean. This results in problematic sanitary conditions, 

and make it hard to put water in the right places.  

 

 

Water as an attractive resource 

 

Sophie A.: What do you think about the landscape in Boa Vista? 

 

Marte: When we went on an excursion to the South of the island to dive, the way there

  was flat and nothing happened. Nothing to look at on the road. Only a few 

bumps on the way. One looks out the window and waits for something to 

happen, but nothing really happened. It was dead, depleted and boring. We 

thought maybe the landscape would be lush, but there were no animals, no

 nature, no people no houses. There was nothing, no nature to see.” 

Sophie A.: What do you think about the ocean? 

Figure 39: Google (n.d.) [Google image search for "Boa Vista Cape Verde"). Retrieved 5. April, 2018 from: 

https://www.google.no/search?q=boa+vista&safe=off&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjf3pThs7jbAhUMVyw

KHUAUBk8Q_AUICygC&biw=1164&bih=398 
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Marte: The Ocean seems more exotic. One gets more of a nature feeling than being in 

a pool with brits. The ocean is wild, powerful, lots of waves. The ocean is very 

 clean, it looks clean. The sand is very clean, nice. Being in the water with sand  

under my feet makes me calm and peaceful. You feel very deserted, in a  

positive way. We always check the water where we travel since we like to dive.  

It is important that there is good space with not so many tourists. 

 

A Norwegian couple travelling to Boa Vista for a beach holiday described the 

different landscapes of the island in this matter. When the couple travelled the island, the lack 

of vegetation was perceived as “nothing to look at”, “no nature”. This exemplifies the notion 

that water create meaningful places. When the couple travelled the island, the arid 

environment was “nothing” to them because they did not see anything meaningful. They later 

told me that the lack of “nature” discouraged them from doing other trips outside the hotel. 

The lack of water in the physical environment made the environment so unattractive, the 

guests preferred to stay around the lush environment of the hotel, for relaxation and 

swimming possibilities.  

When I asked what had made them choose Boa Vista and this hotel, they said they 

were attracted to the transparent water in the ocean, but also the possibilities to lie by one of 

the hotels big pools with a cocktail. They said they probably would have chosen another hotel 

had it not been for the pools, since they offered a possibility to relax in beautiful surroundings 

if they wanted to take a day off from the ocean.  

 

* 

 

The cognitive and sensory appreciation of a lavish “nature”, water in pools and ocean 

shows the important function water has in our symbolic notions of a beautiful place. Water is 

an important element in creating the luxurious feelings of the hotels, so much that the hotels 

would not exist hadn’t it been for the possibility to produce desalinated water in such a big 

scale. In 2016 the island’s 2433 hotel rooms daily consumed 1362 tons of water, whereas the 

islands other 15.579 inhabitants consumed 1075 tons (L’agence Luxembougeouise 2016:87). 

The extreme consumption of water per hotel room per day, does not only reflect the high 

personal consumption of water, but also the significant amount of water used to create a 

symbolic resonance of the garden of Eden. The garden has a warm, moral appeal; a 

reoccurring Biblical image, like when God in Genesis “strolls in the garden in the cool of the 
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evening” (Tuan 1989:89). In Greek and Oriental 

thought the garden is portrayed as “haunted by the 

Muses who inspire its visitor to poetry, philosophy, 

or love, all of which elevate the individual to 

feelings of cosmic harmony” (Tuan 1989:89).  

All of these images are historically 

transmitted powerful symbols that were important 

parts of the vision of the hotel owners when they 

created the landscape of the hotels. The symbols of 

the garden of Eden, the oasis and the ocean, are 

meaningful and attractive symbols to tourists, that 

are repeatedly used in publicities for holidays for 

their hotels. From the dwelling perspective, these 

places are constructed according to these set of 

symbols and ideas of the tourists’ ideal and humane habitat (Tuan 1979:101), an embodiment 

of the historical processes of human dwelling in the world (Ingold 2000:206). With the 

possibility of endless water, as long as the machines are intact and sources of energy are 

plenty, the ones that can afford water have the possibility to create lush places in the arid 

environment such as Boa Vista.  

   

 

Water out of place 

 

My Senegalese friend Fatou lived with her family in a room in the apartment of an old 

man from Santo Antão, one of Cape Verdes European islands, called Viktor. When I met 

Fatou, she complained that she wanted to leave the house. Viktor had told her that he loved 

her and that he wanted her to leave her husband and live only with him. Now she had had 

enough of the way he treated her and wanted to leave no matter what. Viktor was an old man 

from the island of Santo Antão, one of the Barlavento islands, which were one of the islands 

most opposed to the decolonization of Cape Verde. The racism he had towards other Africans 

was first visible to me when I started visiting Fatou. She was not allowed to use the water 

from the tap, but had to fill a 200 liter container in the kitchen, and use it with bowls and 

Figure 40: Riu Karamboa, Boa Vista 
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buckets “like other Africans”. Haughtily he had decided he was the only one allowed to use 

the sink.  

One day Fatou told me Viktor that the day before had asked her to throw the water she 

used out of the door instead of throwing it in the sink or the toilet. Fatou was shocked and 

offended, she had had enough of his racist behavior. She had screamed that she doesn’t do 

such things, like throwing water in the street like that. When I asked her why it was so bad 

throwing water on the street she told me it was no good. It did not look nice and stagnated 

water was a hotbed for mosquitos. Viktor wanted her to look bad by making her throw water 

on the street. Fatou kept repeating how they had to find a new place, because she couldn’t 

take this racist and controlling behavior any longer.  

 

      * 

 

 The water in a puddle exemplifies how water is out of place in a context defined by 

distinctions along racial and class lines. Throwing water on the ground was seen as 

something morally bad, something uncivilized, something that Africans do. It is also 

something the inhabitants of lower class without sanitation do, like the people in the Bairro. 

When Viktor told her to throw the water on the street, it was a way for him to show his 

superiority to her. Water in this context, became dirt, and Viktor wanted to humiliate her by 

making her create disorder.  

Throwing water on the ground would make water dirty and stagnate, the opposite to 

the idea of the clean and ‘living water’. The idea of ‘living water’ is a powerful Christian 

symbol: 

 

“in its ordinary literal meaning it denotes spring water, running water as distinct from 

standing water. In its ritual sense it means baptismal water. In its Biblical sense it 

denotes God as the fountain-head or source of life. In its Christian sense it symbolizes 

the Holy Spirit.” (Daniélou 1961:42) 

 

 Considering the symbolism of the pure and alive water, it is not hard to understand 

how throwing water on the ground is immoral. On the ground, the water becomes dirty in 

essence, disrupts the aesthetics of the dry and one-colored street, and is a source of wetting 

dirt to passer-byes. It enables no life for other plants, but can attract mosquitos and spread 

disease. Throwing water on the ground is an act of disorder, its putting water out of place.  
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In contrast to the restaurant owner in Sal, this example shows how putting water out 

of place is something bad. The restaurant owner created something beautiful with the water 

he put in the right place, something meaningful to other inhabitants. Fatou on the other hand, 

was ordered to put water where it will do something ‘bad’ for others, and this act would also 

make her look uncivilized, poor and an “unmodern African”.  

 

 

Rain in the Bairro 

 

 In the history of Cape Verde, rain has, as I have shown earlier, been a matter of life 

and death. If there was no rain it had fatal consequences, since rain equaled food. This was 

the case for Boa Vista until the Bairro was constructed. Here, rain does no longer bring life, it 

brings sickness and enhances distinctions along racial and class lines. This is exemplified in 

the following example. 

 My friend Eneida in the Bairro invited me to her house for a dinner after work. She 

lived in the last row in the back of the Bairro, a place where I was told a lot of the rain often 

assembled because of its low point. The backside of the Bairro was also where people 

primarily defecated, which made this area especially prone to the smells which increased in 

the sun.  

 

Giselene: Look, people have started to prepare for the rainy season. They are trying to

  build up the ground so the water doesn’t stop here. 

 

The boyfriend pointed to a load of sand on the ground in the intersection some 10-15 

meters down the road. These white sand dunes in the middle of the road was a frequent sight 

in the Bairro, since its was free and could be used as building material mixed with cement in 

the building of the houses made out of blocks. As we prepared, dinner the decrepit door to 

their house was open to let the natural light from outside into the dark one room apartment 

the couple lived in. The entrance was under ground level, and I could only imagine how 

horrible it had to be during the few days a year it poured down.  

 

Giselene: When it rains people get very sad. People are crying, Sophie, people are 
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  crying. People have no means to escape it. It comes into the house, and 

   sometimes it goes all the way up to the leg, and sometimes into the bed. And 

when it rains the water stays still, for a long time, until the municipality 

removes it. Sometimes it stays for months! The water becomes black on the 

ground, black  like the television, and green. It smells bad! It smells bad in the 

whole Bairro. And every day it smells worse and worse. It scratches on your 

legs when you  walk in it, and people put out stones to walk on to avoid it. The 

people are sad, because we don’t have the conditions to avoid it. 

 

There is a sad mood in the room and the boyfriend continues: 

 

Boyfriend: In Praia people get really happy when it rains. We go out and dance in the

 rain, take a shower in the rain. People are happy. But here no, people stay 

 inside and watch their things. After our talk I said I wanted to come back to

 Boa Vista during the rainy season if I had the opportunity.  

 

Giselene and her boyfriend looked at me in shock: 

 

Giselene: You can’t come here when it has rained Sophie. It is not a good idea. It is 

dangerous! 

 

* 

 

 This extract shows the horrible consequences that water have for the inhabitants of the 

Bairro. It is the beginning of numerous days, sometimes weeks, of living surrounded and 

invaded by contaminated water and foul smells. Water has the potential to alter the living 

experience of a place, and in the case of the Bairro, water make matters worse.  In a place 

without basic sanitation, the consequences of stagnant water are easily imagined. Going back 

to the example from the kindergarden, one of the kids thought rain was essentially dirty. To 

other Cape Verdeans in Sal Rei, the day of the rain is a day of joy and party. The Bairro is a 

man made place, it is therefore not nature that made nature dirty, it was the people. In other 

words is it the material conditions and the socioeconomic context that determine the 

understanding and experience of rain.  
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Before I end this part of the chapter I do not want to jump to the conclusion that the 

dwelling experience is a result of the people of the Bairros’ actions “woven, along with the 

life-cycles of plants and animals, into the texture of the surface itself” (Ingold 2000:198). We 

shall not only study taskscapes as mixtures of the dwelling of different matters as they are in 

the present moment. According to Tilley “The ability to control access to and manipulate 

particular settings for action is a fundamental feature of the operation of power as 

domination” (1994:27). The racist power structures and neglect of the government to provide 

water and sanitation has brought about the conditions of today. Thus, the conditions which 

makes rain out of place is a result of race and class relations, not of the intervowen dwelling 

of people and their environment.  

 

 

Implications of water in and out of place 

 

 A vast arid landscape awaits when one grabs the car and is ten minutes outside the 

city of Sal Rei. From the moment one traverses the dry bottom of the once full river, one 

loses reference of where the city is located, in front, behind, on the sides. The only vegetation 

possible to see are the haphazardly grown acacias that has dried up the land and small patches 

of grass here and there eaten by a widely scattered herd of goats. The arid environment is a 

consequence of the interwoven histories of the humans planting thes acasia trees and the life 

of these trees, having absorbed tons of water from the soil.  

Acacia trees that primarily brought desalination to the island of Boa Vista. The 

production of desalinated water has undoubtfully created many good things for the dwellers 

of Sal Rei. It has given the opportunity to autonomously create water in times without 

precipitation, which makes up most of the year. The advent of desalinated water has not only 

given the possibility of life to the village, it has brought the possibility to develop a luxurious 

tourism, which later has made Sal Rei into a town of extreme socioeconomic differences.  

There is an unequal access to water in the Bairro, in the Vila and in the all-inclusive 

hotels, both physically and economically. This divide is expressed, also through the 

potentiality of water to transform landscapes. In the Italian part of Sal Rei, Estoril, and in the 

hotels, water put in the right place creates beautiful gardens and the smell of flowers for 

passer-bys. The symbolism of their “natural” surroundings are not how they are by nature, 

but how they are manipulated through culture. 
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300 meteres down the road is the entrance to the Bairro. Water out of place, on the 

ground, get negative consequences for the dwellers of the area. On a dirty ground the water 

assembles swarms of flies as it evaporates in the sun and gives off unpleasant smells to 

passer-byes. This water, that once did morally good things, like cleaning, is now doing 

immoral things, like spreading repulsive smells and disease.  

What water does to an environment is therefore highly socioeconomically determined. 

In highly controlled places, places with the access to sanitation and where the government 

removes garbage on a frequent and regular basis, rain water can be nutritious in the way that 

it can give life to plants. However, in poorly controlled places neglected by the government, 

water contaminates, creates bad smell and sometimes make people sick.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Water is a potent substance that can do good and bad things to the living conditions of 

the dwellers of Sal Rei. What water does to a landscape is highly conditioned by the 

socioeconomic context of where it is put. I have used Douglas’ idea of the ‘matter out of 

place’ in order to analyze the socially constructed notions of when water should or should not 

be in places and landscapes. In the contexts where water is put in place, water does nice 

things to the sensory experiences of a place and is socially rewarded. Water out of place will 

result in bad sensory experiences of the environment for the dwellers of the area, and the act 

of putting water where it shouldn’t be can be socially punished.  

“A place owes its character to the experiences it affords to those who spend time there 

– to the sights, sounds and indeed smells that constitute its specific ambience.”(Ingold 

2000:192). Water is a potent substance in the way it takes part in the taskscapes of people, 

plants, animals and other matters. It is an powerful actor and a meaningful symbol in places 

and landscapes that make up the socioeconomically segregated spaces of Sal Rei.  
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CHAPTER 7: 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

In this thesis, I have looked at how scarcity of fresh water has shaped the history and 

present-day life of the dwellers of Sal Rei, Boa Vista, and how this context has made water 

into a moral substance.  

I started my thesis showing how water has shaped the life on the archipelago, since 

the first Portuguese settlers in the 15th century. The vitality of water determined which islands 

the Portuguese concentrated their business of slavery, and the slaves later came to develop 

the two main groups on the islands, the badius and the sampadjudos. Water in the islands 

with less water generally had less slaves and developed a more European identity. The 

islands with enough water to subsist a high population of slaves, developed a more pan-

african identity, with the slaves distancing themselves from the more sinister slave owners. 

These groupings define the racial and class segregated town of Sal Rei today. I then turned to 

the history of Boa Vista. I showed how in the last 500 years the island of pastoralists, 

stratified in terms of race and occupation. Characterized by its arid climate and infrequent 

rain, Boa Vistas demography remained steady between 2500-3400 inhabitants the last 2000 

years, until a sudden change happened in 1991. After a failed reforestation project, there was 

little water left in the natural environment. A desalination plant became the savior, but also 

resulted in drastic changes that would transform Boa Vista into a different island.  

The introduction of this source of fresh water was a ‘turning point’ in Boa Vista that 

would change the island forever. This lead me to chapter 3. With a new possibility of water, 

only determined by the capacity of human-made machines, it was set for the population to 

multiply. Investments in hotels and apartments buildings for Europeans stimulated a new 

demand for workers, brought from the southern “African” islands of Cape Verde, and the 

African west coast. In the context of the racial ideology among the locals, but also among the 

underpaying European investors, a new extreme upper class and lower class sprung forth, 

segregated into new neighborhoods in the town. I also briefly touched upon the subject of the 

distribution and pricing of desalinated water in the different areas, and how these were 

determined along class and racial lines.  
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 With this historical and contextual backdrop, I moved into my analysis of the 

perception of water as a substance, how it was used, and its potency to transform the new 

context and landscape of Sal Rei. In the chapter about water as a substance, I assessed how 

new categories of drinking water are distinguished by their potentiality of doing good and 

bad things to the body and how these distinctions are related to socioeconomic conditions. 

For the people in the Bairro, normally without the economic conditions to buy bottled water, 

a good drinking water is distinguished by how safe the desalinated water is to consume, 

whether it will keep you healthy or make you sick. For the Europeans, drinking bottled water 

goes without saying. For them, bottled water should be optimized in terms of its mineral 

composition and its naturalness. If the water is not natural, it is perceived to be less authentic 

and inorganic, inadequate for the human body to process. Although there are various 

distinctions of the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ drinking water, there is a consensus that everything 

natural is better than the unnatural. The idea of the pure natural is a cultural dream, that in 

reality is much more ambiguous than one-sided. 

In the last part of the chapter about water as a moral substance, I assessed how water 

is entangled to its historical past as a scarce resource. Massive changes were brought by the 

introduction of the desalination plant, but the moral value of water and the consequential 

economizing habitus of the Cape Verdeans still remain. To illustrate how water is different 

from other substances, being particularly moral, I contrasted it with electricity.  

In the fifth chapter I looked at how the scarcity and morally entanglement of water 

influenced cleaning practices. In order to understand how chlorine in many cases has become 

more important than water for cleaning, I traced some of the steps I believe has led to its 

excessive usage. I looked at the discourse on microorganisms, the materiality of bleach and 

Cape Verdes epidemic pasts. I contrasted the usage of bleach in the Bairro with the fear of it 

felt by many Europeans. I showed how the consequence of water being disentangled from its 

historical, local past, is illustrated in its abundant use by Europeans in their cleaning 

practices.    

In the sixth chapter I turned to the landscape in Boa Vista, and assessed the 

potentiality of water to create meaningful places. Rain has historically been an occasion for 

celebration, having manifestly been thought of as the very basis of existence. In the new 

context of Boa Vista, the experience and appreciation of a rainy day is heavily determined by 

socioeconomic conditions. Water has the moral potency to transform places, for the good and 

for the bad, depending on where its put. It has the potential to enhance the socioeconomic 

differences in Sal Rei and hinder sociality between the dwellers. 
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Where now? 

 

Anthropological studies 

 

 Deceasing fresh water reserves is an issue high on the international agenda. The news 

that Cape Town was anticipated to be the first major city to reach “day 0” in April 2018, 

shook the entire world. Due to the efforts of saving water by the population, the crisis has 

been relieved for now, and the date has been pushed to 2019 (Mahr 2018). In the context of 

water as an ever-scarcer resource, more anthropological studies on people’s response to these 

changes are highly necessary to create suitable policies for fresh water.  

 There is reason to believe desalination of sea water only will increase as a response to 

the decreasing fresh water reserves. Understanding how this new source of water is 

perceived, both as a source of drinking water, water for cleaning and for agriculture, could 

lead to interesting new projects for anthropologists. In a context reliant on desalination of sea 

water, it could also be interesting to assess comparatively the ethos of bottled water and how 

people distinguish between natural and unnatural water.  

One of the biggest health issues in Boa Vista today is diabetes. In a historical context, 

this development is relatively new. When I perceived the general lack of sugary foods in the 

daily diet, it struck me as a possibility that the diabetes could partly be due to the sugary juice 

powder often added to the desalinated drinking water. As I showed in chapter 4, many did not 

enjoy drinking AEB water by reason of the unpleasant taste and drinking-sensation of 

desalinated water. Researching if there is a link between diabetes and consumption of 

desalinated drinking water in Cape Verde, could possibly yield interesting insights into the 

consequence of using desalinated sea water for drinking.  

 In my study, I briefly touched upon the subject of cholera, but I did not have the 

capacity to further assess the issue. I believe there might be a connection between the 

excessive use of bleach and the historical past of cholera. “These Africans, they bring a lot of 

things” I heard many Boavistenses say. As one of the countries in Africa with the most 

European identity, being situated next to continental Africa, “the heart of darkness”, Cape 

Verde also offers a unique context for studies in medical anthropology. Distinction and 

racism between the badius and the sampadjudos, could also be studied further by 

anthropologist. One being more influenced by the past colonizers and the other by pan-
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Africanism, a study on its possible effects on water and cleaning practices could be an 

interesting next step.  

 

 

Boa Vista 

  

The future prospects of Boa Vista give reasons for worry. Just 10 minutes outside Sal 

Rei, a new “Riu Palace” all-inclusive hotel with 500 rooms is expected to be inaugurated by 

November 2018. The 881-room (L’agence Luxembougoise 2016:89) all-inclusive Riu 

Touareg is currently the only human civilization on the southern beach Santa Maria. A 

number of new all-inclusive hotels are already under construction, and investments in holiday 

apartments with a nearby golf resort are under process. In 2016 there were a total 2.433 hotel 

rooms on Boa Vista. The total number of hotel rooms is expected to rise to 7.437 in 2021, 

13.150 in 2031 and 15.000 in 2036 (L’agence Luxembougoise 2016:89). In terms of water it 

is expected that the general consumption in all the towns and villages on Boa Vista will 

amount to 1.812 tons per day in 2021, and 4.465 tons in 2036. The hotels, on the other hand, 

are expected to spend a daily total of 4.768 tons of water in 2021 and 9.586 in 2036 

(L’agence Luxembougoise 2016:92).  

Boa Vista, once a deserted island of pastoralists, has now transitioned into the 

unrecognizable. And yet, the drastic changes of the past 20 years, are only expected to 

multiply over the years to come. Desalinated water, supposedly a blessing for an island 

marked by droughts of famine, has in many respects become a curse. The environmental 

costs of the production and disposal of water, electricity, plastic and garbage will seemingly 

keep being neglected, along the many thousands living in precarious living conditions. A 

growing number of visitors will continue to disappear to their fortified enclaves, maintained 

by the ever-growing exploited precarious living in the Bairro. Meanwhile, Boavistenses will 

keep on singing mornas about their sodade, longing back to their motherland 
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Figure 41: Investment oportunities in Santa Monica beach in a real estate office 

Figure 43: Cundall (n.d.) [Future prospects for Santa Monica Beach Resort] Retrieved May 23., 2018 from: 

http://www.cundall.com/Projects/Santa-Monica-Beach-Resort.aspx 

Figure 42: Riu (n.d.) [Booking site for the future Hotel Riu Palace Boa Vista] Retrieved May 23., 2018 from: 

https://www.riu.com/en/hotel/cape-verde/boa-vista/hotel-riu-palace-boavista/ 
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